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ABSTRACT 

The application of eervo analysia methods to the study of handling quali- 
ties problems provides a unifying framework for requirements which hitherto 
were apparently diverge and unrelated.    The technique is also effective in 
delineating possible difficulties,  and solutions thereto,   for the as yet 
experimentally unexplored regions associated with modem and future vehicles 
and environments.    The research reported Is a study of longitudinal handling 
qualities, In this servo context, which makes subB'^antlal progress toward evolv- 
ing an analytic method for spec lining handling qualities requirements.    Criteria 
and procedures are established for estimating both pilot dynamic behavior and 
opinion.    Vehicle-pilot system studies utilizing this pilot model predict the 
Influence of variations in the magnitude and/or the relative location of the 
poles and zeros in the vehicle transfer function,    Where experimental observa- 
tione on such influences exist, they appear to be reasonably consistent with 
the analytical predictions.    Where they do not, the predictions identify new 
parameters of possible significance and serve as an interim basis for design 
and a guide to future testing. 
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CHAPTEH   L 

INTKOhUCTlON 

The work  rnportRd her;.1 was urulortvakon  in iurth^fanoc of rui A.-ir  Force pro- 
gram founded upon the premise that vehicle dynamic handling qualities depend 
to a larpe extent on the action of the pilot as a control element in the 
pilot-vehicle closed loop system.    To this and,   previous studies have concen- 
trated on the development of an adequate mathematical description of the 
pilot's activities in such circumsb.-mces (References l-'U),    The present inves- 
tigation is part of a continuinc; effc 't to apply such mathematical models and 
to correlate the resulting closed loop system implications with present "con- 
ventional" handling qualities flight research data.    The ultimate purpose is 
to derive a systems-oriented theory which will allow the prediction of vehicle 
handling qualities from a knowledge of the pilot's performance in the loop. 
Such a theory has long been desired because it would 

1. Focus attention upon and  explain the correlations which 
exist between subjective pilot opinion and performance 
factors of the airframe-pilot system. 

2. Form a foundation for the insights required to determine 
airframe characteristics (and/or assess configuration 
changes) which offer possible  improvement in frying 
qualities. 

3. Provide a basis for deriving handling qualities criteria 
for configurations which have novel dynamic characteristics. 

U.    Provide a unifying structure for the large amount of dynamic 
data which have previously been treated as unconnected. 

To a large extent,   the present report provides such a structure for control 
aspects of the airframe longitudinal axis; Reference S performs a similar func- 
tion for the lateral axis, 

Th^ development of dynamic handling quality requirements from servo analysis 
of pllot-alrframe combinations presupposes the practical existence of a reason- 
ably linear closed loop system which involves airframe, control system, and 
human components.    Such a complete system,  for longitudinal airframe control 
where the pilot uses elevator alone,  is shown in Figure 1.    This diagram depicts 
conventional stability aupnenters,   stick force producers,   feedforwards,   etc., 
as separate transfer blocks.    Closing these inner loops allows the entire block 
of components within the bracket to be considered as an "equivalent airframe" 
which relates the motion quantities controlled by the pilot to his output. 
Figure 1   also shows airframe motions fed back to the "display" (which can range 
In complexity from a single instrument to the presented visual field) and air- 
frame forces and moments fed back directly to the  pilot. 

Restriction of the present study to situations compatible with available 
human dynamic data immediately requires the neglect of all but visual inputs 
tr the pilot.    This compromise is not serious in tanks requiring only moderate 
deviations from straight and level flight.    Reference )i,  for example,   shows 
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that the  idiot uescribinj'  IXinctiun iioi;s nob liilTur in form   Tor  fixe'i-basa 
(which, by definition,  involve only visual inputs) or airborne tasks with 
similar controlled element dynainioB.    The numerical valu«js for the descrlblnjg 
function in the airborne condition do,  however,  exhibit an increased pilot 
reaction time and a lowered gain relative to the fixed base tests.    Reference 6, 
using opinion as a measure,  demonstrates that only slight differences exist 
between rotating and fixed-base sinulators.    Thes« and other experimental 
findings lead to the conclusion that fixed-base data can be extrapolated, with 
reasonable validity,  to many flight situations. 

Where large accwlerat,ions are involved,  the results developed must be used 
with somewhat more caution,    In this regard,  comparisons of performance meas- 
ures between fixed-base and centrifuge simulators (Reference 7)  indicate that, 
up to a steady state level of about 2-1/2 g,   the differences were significant 
statistically but small practically.    Acceleration tended to improve perform- 
ance if it was   an important cue in the simulated task (e.g., coordination), 
and to degrade performance where the acceleration cues were distracting (e.g., 
in tracking).    In any event,  restriction of the present study to visual Inputs 
alone focuses attention upon the pilot and airframe systems shown In Figure 2. 
It will be noted here that acceleration inputs can still be important although 
they must be,  In the present context,  detected visually.    The "display" can 
still be considered to cover a wide variety of possible types, although Its 
form is restricted to be of a general compensatory nature (i.e.,  the signals 
seen by the pilot are functions of an error,  or difference between system input 
and output). ' 

The body of the report starts in Chapter II with a general review of the 
status of the pilot as a dynamic element in a man-machine system.    This status 
report presents the mathematical model of the pilot in a general,  literal form 
ano gives a set of general "rules" for the adjustment of the model's parameters. 
The information summarized can be used to estimate pilot dynamic behavior In 
a given control situation.    This is followed,  In Chapter III, by a detailed 
discussion of e}cperlmental results on pilot describing function characteristics 
obtained during the course of the fixed-base simulations of Reference 3.    At 
the outset these data are divided into two categories,  one where overall closed 
loop system dynamic performance is nearly constant (not a strong function of 
the controlled element) and the other where the controlled element is so diffi- 
cult that the closed loop is dominated by the system input.    In the situations 
where overall system dynamic performance is held nearly constant,  interpreta- 
tion of the data allows the  subjective pilot opinion ratings to be correlated 
with the dynamic performance factors (describing function parameters) used to 
characterize the pilot's actions.    As a consequence of these correlations 
approximate predictions of opinion can be made on the basis of estimated pilot 
dynamic behavior.     Further,   the general adjustment  "rules" of Chapter II become 
more specific. 

With the framework established in Chapters II and III it is ponsibi«,  given 
a set of "controlled element" dynamics (display plus equivalent vehicle),  to 

1. Make an estimate of the adopted pilot describing funotiua. 

2. From the adopted describing function,  and/or its closed 
loop system consequences,   estimate the pilot opinion rela- 
tive to a particular "good" control situation. 
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This model of dynamiOB and opinion is applied in Chapter IV to the control of 
the longitudinal short period.  As a point of departure, the form of pilot 
describing function, with associated opinion, is estimated for a variety of 
short period damping ratios and undamped natural frequencies. Opinion bound- 
aries are then established on the baala of these estimates. These predicted 
boundaries are then compared and correlated with experimental opinions, obtained 
In fixed-base simulators and variable stability aircraft, with most gratifying 
results. In the final sections of Chapter IV consideration is centered on 
those short period characteristics which have not received the detailed experi- 
mental attention given to damping ratio and undamped natural frequency. The 
treatment In these sections Is based on the use of the general describing func- 
tion pilot model and generic alrframe transfer functions) and these are combined 
In a series of system surveys. The generic system analyses performed predict 
a variety of potential problem areas for future craft. Attention is also given 
to the problem of marginal controllability, and Initial predictions are made 
and presented. 

Chapter V utilizes a treatment similar to that of Chapter IV to cover the 
control of longitudinal long period' motions. While human describing function 
data directly applicable to this situation are not available, the use of the 
general pilot model in generic system surveys allows gross predictions which 
are compatible with the applicable limited handling qualities experiments. 

Chapter VI summarizes the conclusions of the analyses detailed In the 
previous chapters, and defines some aspects of both "good" and "intolerable" 
airframes when viewed in terms of the servo analysis approach. 
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CHAPTER II 

SUMMARY OF PILOT DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES IN CLOSEU LOOP COMPENSATORY TASKS 

Human capabilities as a dynamic element in a control syatem are most 
succinctly expreseed in servo engineering terms,   i.e.,  as catalogs of transfer 
oharaoterlstics which constitute the repertory of pilot dynamic response.    Many 
measuremeuts of human response to visual inputs have been made over the past two 
decades.    These were primarily conducted in ground simulators  (References 1-3, 
8-16),  although one set (Reference 10 was obtained in flight.    For each set of 
data the measurementB obtained define two quantities which,  taken together, 
describe the total human dynamic behavior.    These aret 

1. A quasi-linear random-input describing function which 
characterizes that portion of the pilot's output linearly 
correlated with the forcing function. 

2. A "remnant" which Includes all of the pilot's output which 
is not linearly correlated  w ith the system  "orcing function. 

The principal measurement situations considered in the studies referenced 
above corresponded to a single feedback loop arranged in the "compensatory" 
system of Figure 2,    More limited measurements were taken in two-dimensional 
tasks (still compensatory) and one set  (Reference 15)  in a single-dimensional 
"pursuit" situation (illustrated In Figure 3).    A summary of pertinent facts 
relating to these experiments is given in Table I. 

DISPLAY SYSTEM INPU T HUMAN 
PILOT 

VEHICLE 
DYNAMICS 

SYSTEI^ 

1—&—* i 

OUTPUT 

< 

Figure 3 

Pursuit System 
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The block 'liaRrajn of Plcuru 2 IF  sliown  In modifiad form In Figure Ii with the 
pilot rnpresentwd by his describing function plus remnant,  the uynamics of the 
display,  control system,   and vehicle lumped into a "controlled element," and the 
system input modified (if necessary)  into an equivalent forcing function. 

FORCING     PILOT'S 
FUNCTION STIMULUS | 

REMNANT I r I PILOT'S 
OUTPUT 

CONTROLLED 
ELEMENT 
DYNAMICS 

Vc 

SYSTEM 
OUTPUT 

r(t) 

Figure i; 

Equivalent Block Diagram of Compensatory System 

Human characteristics measured in such situations depend upon the other system 
elements, i.e., the controlled element dynamics and the forcing function. In 
actual measurement situations this dependence, although basic, is obscured by 
the limited frequency range (bandwidtn) and the run-to-run variability, within 
and between subjects, of the measurements. For averaged data, however, it is 
possible to show (Reference 2) that a fairly simple analytic describing function 
form is adequate to describe human behavior for a given controlled element and 
forcing function. When these describing functions for all ©xperlmenbs are 
generalized, a servo model of human operation and adaptation (in compensatory 
tasks with random appearing forcing functions) Is obtained. This model is a 
dynamic description of pilot capabilities in such situations and consists of 
two elementsi 

1. A generalized describing function form. 

2. A series of "adjustment rules" which specify how to "set" 
the parameters in the generalized describing function so 
that it becomes an approximate model of pilot behavior for 
the particular situation considered, 
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The general form approximating the  human bulng's describing function for 
one- and two-dimensional compensatory control tasks is given by 

K e"™  (TLS + 1) 
yP    "    (Tia + 1)(TN8 + 1) (1) 

where     T is the reaction time delay 
Not adjustable by pilot 

Tu corresponds to neuromusoular lags } 
T T s +■ 1 
a ' ; s is the pilot's equalization characteristic 
ijS T  I 

Kp Is the pilot gain 

The restriction of pilot equalizer form to one including only a single lead is 
not strictly precise, since for some isolated Instances there is evidence that 
a second lead term maybe gercrated (References 2, 3, 1U). When using human 
pilot analytical models for i-ough estimates of pilot capability, however, the 
form of Eq. (1) is preferred for both simplicity and conservatism. 

The adjustment rules are not so simply stated as the describing function 
general form since they depend intimately upon interactions with the other 
elements of the man-machine system, i.e., the forcing function and controlled 
element. In general, the adjustments can be divided artificially into two 
categories — adaptation and optimal!zation. Broadly speaking, adaptation is 
the selection by the pilot of a specific form (lag-lead, lead-lag, pure lead, 
pure lag, or unity) for the equalization characteristics, and optlmalization is 
the adjustment of both the gain and the selected equalization parameters to 
satisfy some internally generated criteria. The adaptation process is fairly 
well understood, being essential ly the selection of a form which is compatible 
with good low frequency, closed loop system response and general system stabil- 
ity. The Internal criteria used for the optimalizing prouess are not known, but 
some insight into their practical consequences can be obtained by an examination 
of past human operator data. Figure 5 presents all available data on system 
phase margins for pilot-plus-controlled-element combinations (the difference 
between open loop system phase and -180 degrees, at the frequency where open loop 
gain is unity) for those experiments where measured data points exist in the gain 
crossover region. These results indicate that the describing function parameters, 
after initial adaptation of pilot equalization form, ordinarily are adjusted so 
that the system phase margin is between 60 and 110 degrees.^ 

*The phase margins noted here are higher than those given in Reference 2 where 
0 to 30 degrees was suggested on the basis of extrapolations to crossover. The 
availability of more data (Reference 3) spanning the orossovpr region accounts 
for the change. 

WADD TR 60-l;3 11 
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The optimalizing characteristic la best illustrated by referring to one of 
Elkind's exi^eriinents using a compensatory system with a unity-gain controlled 
element (no dynamics)(Reference 2 or ^l',).    The experiment used forcing function 
spectra which were rectangular in shape and covered a frequency band from zero 
to the cutoff frequency, MCO.    The cutoff frequency was an experimental variable, 
and seven values in the range from 1.0 to 1|?.0 radians/second were available. 
Human describing function data for experjjnents performed with each of the avail- 
able forcing function spectra were curve-fitted with the simple expression 

The gains and time constants derived from these fits provide the data for Fig- 
ure 6 whloh shows that the describing function adjustments were given approxi- 
mately by 

fe   i   8.2 (for ü500<6 rad/seo) 
1 (3) 

^P   ;f wöo 

Thusi 1. The pilot gain was Inversely proportional to the square of the forc- 
ing function cutoff frequency (or bandwidth). 

2, The system crossover frequency (uQ ■ Kp/Tj) was Independent of forc- 
ing function frequency, provided w0 > co00. 

3. Vor high cutoff frequencies, the closed loop dynamic characteristics 
were dominated by the fact that Cü0 < co00 and deteriorated accordingly. 

The results reviewed above are compatible with other cases although the 
value of the constant crossover frequency Is not the same as cited above since 
this value depends upon the controlled element dynamics. The optimalizing 
behavior Illustrated her», In the adjustment of Kp and Tj as functions of u00, 
has been shown (Reference 2) to have consequences roughly similar to those 
obtained using the conventional servo synthesis criteria of minimizing the rms 
error. 

From the discussion above, and other Infomatlon which Is contained In Ref- 
erence 2, the known adjustment rules for the human operator describing function 
of Eq. (1) can be summarized as followsi 

1. The human adapts the form of his equalizing characteristics 
to achieve stable control. 

2. The human adapts the form of his equalizing characteristics 
to achieve a good low frequency, closed 3,oop Bvjtem response 
to the forcing Emotion, A low frequency lag CT^ Is gener- 
ated when both of the following conditions apply? 

a. The lag would Improve the system low frequency 
characteristics. 

WADD TR 60-U3 13 



1).    The controlled el'wnt chai^ctoristlcs arc such 
that the  Lntroducilon oJ" the low  frequency lap 
will not result, in higher frequency destabiliz- 
ing effects whicJi are  incapable of being over- 
como by a single first order lead (TjJ. 

3.    After good low frequency characteriotics are assured,  within 
the above conditions,   lead is generated when the controlled 
element characteristics multiplied by the e"^8 term of Yp are 
such that a lead term would be essential to retain high fre- 
quency system stability. 

h. 

quency system staointy. 

After initial adaptation of equalizing characteristic form, 
the describing function parameters are ad.justed so that 

a. System phase margin lies between 60 and 110 
degrees, 

b. Closed loop, low frequency performance in 
operating on the forcing function is optimum 
in some sense analogous to that of minimizing 
the rms error, 

There is a great similarity between the rules given above and those useful 
In conventional servo design, particularly as regards selection of equalization, 
phase margin, and the minimization of rms error. It can be stated, therefore, 
that the adjustments of the variable parameters in the human describing function 
are similar to those a servo engineer would select for the same control situa- 
tion. The controller "black box" available to the servo analyst must, of course, 
be limited in possible function to that of the general human describing function 
Riven tn Eq, (1), with allowable adjustments in TL, TJ, and Kp. 

Eq. (1), as ad.justed by the above rules, applies quite well to all situations 
whore the system crossover frequency, estimated by application of the model, is 
greater than the cutoff frequency of the system forcing f notion. When this is 
not the case the system exhibits degraded closed loop dynamic perfomanoe, the 
pilot becomes much more nonlinear than usual, and he may attempt to overcome the 
condition, wc <Uoo» ^y generating higher order leads.■"■ 

Th describing function and the adjustment "rules" appear to be independent 
of the typo of manual manipulative! device, at least over the range covered In 
Table IW(l, and to apply to airborne situations in straight and level flight, as 
shown in Reference U> However, for the particular flight situation studied the 
values of x were greater by about 0.15 seconds and the longitudinal pilot gains 
were less by about half than those observed on the analogous fixed simulator. 

*There are very few experimental data for which MC <WOO 
for low pass inputs. 

They consist only of the two Elkind conditions (for uico  ■ 10.0 and 15,0 rad/ 
aoc) and four of Hall's configurations. 

The remnant term, however, is not independent of the manipulative device, 
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Tin1 !ih.-i>'.l   '.r liiirn.-ui  uj'iv M.-n;;   b: clu!.;-«;  lunp  !,;isks  suranarizcj  abüVi   pl'ovide! 
iiif  (.'Encnt/l.-d   tool t"i f|irii,"M   l'"i' .'t rciicr'al manual cunLrol  thoory.     Its proper 
a;plicatioti Lo .'i tfivrn control situation,   ilofincjd by the ccnlwuiL  i cli'inMit, 
dynamics and the forcing function power spectra,  results in a prediction of 
pilot and system closed loop behavior.    Accordingly,  the model is directly use- 
ful in defining vehicle dynamics which are difficult or impossible to control 
(e.g.,   closed  loop unstable).     It also provides the basis for assossir.f! the 
effects of changes in the control situation on pilot behavior.    Examples of its 
use in such applications are giver  in Reference $ and the present report. 

In that it describes certain kinds of human behavior in mechanistic terms, 
this pilot dynamic model is the logical culmination of extensive efforts in the 
field of man-machine systems.    But,  the human is a unique system component in 
more ways than can be characterized by the simple servo model — his equivalent 
"black box" contains also a computer of unusual prowess and a loudspeaker of 
often exceptional power.    In other words,  the human pilot is a vocal adaptive 
controller.    Indeed,   in much of handling qualities, research the vocal,  or opinion, 
aspect of v.he human has been the only "measure" of complete  system operation. 
Since  such a "measure" appears,  on the whole, to be surprisingly objective,  it 
is essential,  in a complete theory of handling qualities,  to connect pilot opin- 
ion with pilot and system behavior.    If this can be accomplished, then the 
analyst will be able not only to predict how a pilot behaves in various control 
situations, but also to estimate the associated opinion variations.    Initial 
efforts in attaining this goal constitute the subject of the next chapter. 
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CliAPTKR III 

iMi/jT oi'LNioN A;' [NKLUKNCWJ BY C],I\';K!' !,ooi'' ;:Y;T!'.K hUif I'NXJT nm^ics 

A.     FACTORS INVOLVED  l.N PILOT OPINION 

In spite of the occasional unrollability of opinion palls,  idiot opinion has 
long been, and promiaes to remain,  a critical el'mcnt in aspcssinf* vehicle manual 
control configurations.    In fact skilled pilots can deliver highly selective, 
representative, and reliable relative measures of system behavior.    These judg- 
ments,  as gathered and used in handling quality rest-arch,  do not exhibit the ex- 
treme variability common to opinion polls because: 

1.    A tightly constrained situation is imposed upon the pilot 
by vehicle dynamics,   forcing function,  and assigned tasks. 

?.    The subjects are generally members of a highly restricted 
and skilled population, 

3.    The ratings given are ordinarily relative assessments 
which differentiate between several dynamic configurations 
possessing similar general characteristics. 

For these reasons pilot opinion,  as a subjective expression of the overall suit- 
ability of a pilot-air frame system, has always been considered to rest strongly 
upon objective factors.    From the standpoint of man-machine system dynamics 
these objective factors can be divided into three oategoriesi 

1. Vehicle dynamic characteristics in response to open loop 
commands. 

2. Closed loop pilot-airframe system dynamic characteris- 
tics,  i.e., what the closed loop system is doing. 

3. Pilot dynamic characteristics as an operating entity in 
the closed loop situation,  i.e., what the pilot is doing. 

While the first category cannot be neglected, the latter two are of primary 
interest in a systems analysis view of handling qualities. 

Ideally it would be preferable to separate the effects of closed loop and 
pilot dynamic oharaoteristios on opinion by performing tests where v,he closed 
loop dynamics were held constant while pilot characteristics varied and vice 
versa.    Unfortunately the adaptability of the pilot and the complexity of the 
dynamic situations makes such a test program extremely difficult to Implement 
except for very simple cases.    However,  it is possible,  as developed below,  to 
achieve at least part of the desired independenoe by carefully selecting and 
grouping existing data. 

The most pertinent measures of closed loop dynamic characteristics are the 
poles and zeros of the closed loop transfer function.    While the closed loop 
system may have many poles,  it is ordinarily possible to approximate the essen- 
tial pilot-vehicle system dynamics,   for conditions where the system is essentially 
acting as a low pass filter on a low pass input, by 
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i .     A ainglu   f i iv b oi' :■ v m ide,   ov 

A single s^'foiui OI'IUT iiKjat',  nv 

3,     Om.1   first orocr | lur ow  aocaivi  oriirr nidd-'. 

Wht.'ii bho  first naa«' apfilics,   Mu; open loop crossover frequency, wc,   ia an exoel- 
!■ nl, approximation   bo the  liominant closed  Joop root.     For" the  second  case,   phasr 
margin  plus crossovi'r  frcquoncy ficrvn to doi'ine  the dominant closed loop mode. 
Since  thr pilot tends to adjust in such a way that phase margin is constant,   the 
ivlot^'d .loop dynamics'for pilot-aii*frame systems which fall into cases 1   and 2 
above are quite well measured by the oroBBOver frequency alone.     For the third 
case,  crossover .frequency is usually a fair measure ol   the  first order mode,  but 
additional information,   such as undamped natural  frequency and damping ratio,  is 
required  to define the closed loop second order mode. 

From the above discussion it is apparent that the open loop crossover fre- 
quency is an excellent measure  of closed loop dynamic characteristics J.n general, 
although it may require  supplementation to cover the third possibility completely. 
Accordingly,  if data were available for a series of systems in which crossover 
frequency and the other closed loop dynamic measures wore substantially constant, 
then closed loop dynamic performance could also be considered constant.    The 
systems which possessed these characteristics would then form a set where closed 
loop dynamics could be eliminated as a factor which generates pilot opinion dif- 
ferences.    The principal objective opinion factors remaining would, consequently, 
have to be due to differences in pilot dynamic characteristics.    If pilot 
describing function data were available,   opinion could be correlated with these 
describing function parameters.    This process,  assuming correlation existed, 
would thereby allow an estimate of that portion of the pilot's opinion which is 
based upon his dynamic characteristics.    Data which can be used to perform pre- 
cisely this sort of correlation are presented and analyzed in succeeding sections. 

Unfortunately,   the influence uf cloued loop dynamic performance upon opinion 
1? not quite as clear-cut as is that of the pilot's dynamic characteristics. 
Part of the closed loop characteristic of interest is,   as was previously mentioned, 
suitably defined by the crossover frequency,   r^.    According to the pilot adjust- 
ment "rules" of Chapter II,  this parameter will ordinarily be such that the over- 
ull system possesses "good" low frequency response to the forcing function. 
This requires Mc>a)00,   and the pilot would be expected to adjust accordingly} 
1f such an adjustment wen; Impossible, his opinion of the system would be 
degraded,    Available data,  subsequently presented,  support this conjecture. 

In those cases where a minimum description of the closed loop system requires 
both a first and second order mode,   the crossover frequency is not sufficiait 
fi    i' fine co.'Tipletely th ( total system dynamic performance.    The simplest supple- 
m ntary measure ia the damping ratio of the closed loop second order mode.    As 

■!.•eiü-a -i  thoroughly in the last section of this chapter,  this parameter can be 
r-d.ijnatoM  from some of the' available data although the pruoBdures Involved are 

fairly tedious.    The adjustment rules Imply that the pilot should attempt to 
place  the damping ratio within a small range' which is consistent with  a nearly 
minimum system rms error,    When  this adjustment is not achieved,  opir,,',on  Is 
usually degraded, 

.■.Uh  this rather long introduction as a guide,   the actual data and correlations 
can now be presented.     Before  the correlations are attempted a short description 
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of ti:>'  ixp'-riitr jit,^  <'\' lu^'cmicr   ''•  is  r1v''ii   iü   Mi'    tuxt,  .■•-.■ct.'rn  : ii.cr   t;,i Ir aata 
I'orm the major basis   tor  the development '•■'   the   theory. 

B.    GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF Til!; HALL EXPERIMENTS 

The Hall experiments WOXH' j^rri'ormed in a mockup simulatinp; thf cockj)it COM- 
trols of a Navion airplane.    Two pilot test eubjecte performed  two-dijnensiona] 
(lateral and lor^ituiiinal)  trackini' tasks with  random appearing forcing  functions 
which had Gaussian amplitude distributions.     The lateral dynamict; wurv thos*: oi' 
a Navio» aircraft In a cruise configuration while the lon(;ituainal controlled 
(dement  characteristics were varied over a wide range of transfer function forme. 
Three two-minute runs per subject were performed for each transfer function.    The 
forcing functions used in both control axes had a spectral  fonn obtained by 
passing essentially white noise through a third order binomial  filter with a 
break frequency of one radian/second.    The pilot's compensatory display  indicated 
the horizon and a roll-resolved target on an inside-out basis. 

For each of the controlled element configurations,   extensive data were taken 
on pilot and pilot-airframe system behavior.    These included pilot describing 
functions and linear correlations,  power spectra of output,  error,  anu remnant, 
probability distributions of output,  computations of mean absolute tracking error, 
and pilot opinion. 

The pilot opinion scale was evolved by the two subjects.    Their definitions 
were (quoted from Reference 3)I 

"Good (0) Aircraft response very suitable  for the given 
tracking task. 

Acceptable  (A)        Possessed of satisfactory flying qualities, 
but less easy to control than a "good" config- 
uration;  aircraft response either faster or 
slower than that which the pilot visualizes as 
most desirable. 

Poor (P) Possessing characteristics which require con- 
siderable concentration to accomplish the ^iven 
tracking taskj configurations are either quite 
touchy, unresponsive,  or poorly damped. 

Unacceptable (U)    Quite unsuitable. 

The subjects differed only between P anu U.    Pilot 11 tended 
to classify aircraft which were unsuitable  for the given 
tracking task, but could conceivably be ilown,  as P,  reserving 
If for configurations which he considered as unsafe to fly 
under any circumstances, while Pilot I tended to classify all 
configurations with which tracking was very difficult as U." 

With the exception of the noted differences in P anu U ratings,  it should be 
emphasized that the rating syjtfsn was based solely on tracking tasks. 

The four-adjective scale as actually used in assessing all of Hall's config- 
urations resulted in U) different ratings because of the use of i-lus ("some- 
what more than") anu minus ("somewhat less than")  qualifications'.     For elottlnr 
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tiirriM'nr' ,   a nuirnnvica]   real" whicii ruujrhly   follows  that su^^ested  in 
Refercnci'  21   lias been assicried  as   follows: 

Numerical Adjective 
Rat ink' Rating 

1 G + 
2 G 
3 
I* 
$ 
6 

G- 
A + 
A 
A- 

7 
8 

P + 
P 

9 
10 

P- 
U 

Development of the other Hall data parameters is not considered necessary here. 
A complete discussion is contained in Reference 3*  and the details of the data 
used in the developments to follow are presented in context with the arguments 
which they support. 

C.     DEPENDENCE OF OPINION UPON PILOT-ADOPTED DINAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 

Turning now to the correlation effort, consider the general pilot model 
previously discussed.    Three fundamental opinion factors are present.    These 
aret 

1 .    Value of gain, Kp. 

2. Value of lag inverse time constant, l/Tj} alternatively, 
the frequency position of the lag. 

3. Value of lead inverse time constant, 1/TL, and the possi- 
bility that a second lead term may be generated) alterna- 
tively,  the order and frequency position of the lead. 

The data used to determine the effect of each of these factors upon opinion have 
been selected from the total available data by considering conditions where. 
Insofar as possible,    he remaining factors and the closed loop dynamics are 
essentially constant. 

1.    Effect of Pilot Gain on Opinion 

The Hall configurations illustratinc the effects oi" Rain variations are 
of the transfer function form 

Kc 
s 1=   ■  ^ (U 

Pertinent data for this sot of configurations are presented in Table II. These 
have already been fairly thoroughly explored, In the present context, in Refer- 
once 5 and only the highlights of this exploration will be presented here. 
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TABLE II 

SUMMARY TABLE OF HALL Kc/s CONEEQURATIONS 

Configuration 

(Deg/In) 

Opinion Rating 

Average Stick 
Force, Fn 

(Lb) 

Moan Absolute 
Tracking Error, 

(Beg)     1 
Pilot| 

I 
Pilot 
II 

Avorage 
Pilot 

I 
Pilot 
II 

Average 
Pilot 

I 
Pilot 
II 

Average 

3!' 
9 6.5 7.75 .Ui .36 .ho .85 .81 ""83" 

1     2$ 7 6 6.5 .65 .59 .62 .6^' .86 .76 

j     15 2 5 3.5 .71 .97 .81+ .76 .79 .78 

10 3 2 2.5 1 .145 1.95 1.70 .77 .63 .70 | 

$ U 2 3 2.28 3.0U 2.66 .75 .67 .71  | 

1 10 5 7.5 7.9 6.5 7.2 .8U •73 .79 

In Reference $  it is shown that the equalization forn adopted by the 
pilot for these configurations is a simple gain. This follows the "rules" 
postulated Ln the foregoing Section A, The data show that pilot gain, Kp, is 
adjusted so that the total open loop gain and, consequently, the crossover fre- 
quency remain approximately constant with changes in controlled element gain, 
Kc. The actual relationship is KpKc ■ M0 ■ 1.2. This Implies that the closed 
loop system dynamics are essentially constant. Rirther evidence is supplied by 
the measured tracking errors which are about the same for all values of Kc (or 
Kn). On the basis of these and other observations it is apparent that the 
pilot's objective opinion can only be influenced by the value of Kn he adopts 
since this is the only remaining variable. Accordingly, pilot rating is plotted 
versus pilot gain to yield a measure of the Influence of this particular param» 
eter on opinion. This plot is repeated here as Figure 7. 

This figure shows an "optimum" pilot gain for highest opinion and Indi- 
cates that either Increasing or decreasing this gain results in a lowered opin- 
ion. When the pilot gain is too high or too low, corresponding to a controlled 
element gain which is too low or too high, the pilot considers the response 
"too sluggish" or "too sensitive." His opinion, in either situation, is 
degraded considerably from the optimum gain case. Nevertheless, there is a 
fairly broad gain band ausociated with acceptable and good opinions (region Q-A 
in Figure 7).* 

^It should be noted that the level of pilot gains considered optimum is not a 
universal constant, but instead depends on the manipulative device and possibly 
the axis being controlled. The present Instance cites data for longitudinal 
control with a wheel. Much of the engineering psychology literature on optimum 
"control ratios" is directly pertinent to this same subject. 
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The Rain and lead time; constant were held constant throughout the experiments, 
while the undamped natural frequency and damping ratio wore varied.    Hall gath- 
ered pilot response ami performance-measure data for a total of 20 different < 
and wn configurations,     For seven of these,  however,   the data are incomplete in 
that pilot describinp function and  spectral data exist for only one or the 
other of the two subjects tested.    Only the 13 configurations which were com- 
pletely documented are considered here since two-pilot averages are desirable 
to increase the significance of the conoluslonB derived. 

Table III summarizes the opinion ratings and performance-measure data 
for each pilot separately and as averages.    A consistent difference in perform- 
ance,  as measured by the mean absolute tracking error,  appears to exist between 
the two pilots,    Tliis difference can be summari'.'.en concisely by noting that the 
average   |€|  for all configurations is .955 for Pilot I and  ,760 for Pilot II, 

TAULK III 

SUMMARY TABLE OF HALL SHORT PERIOD CONFIQURATIONS 

Configuration Opinion Rating 
Average Stick 

Force,  Fp 
(Lb) 

Mean Absolute       j 
Tracking Error, F|   ii 

(Deg)              | 

1      «n £ 
Pilot 

I. 
Pilot 

II Averape Pilot 
I 

7.7 

Pilot! 
II Average Pilot 

I 

1.1t8 

Pilot] 
II 

1.5^ 

Average! 

1    .63 .35 10 10 10 8.214 7.97 1.50   ii 
j    .63 .75 10 9.5 9.75 6.33 6.88 6.61 1.11 1.I16 1.30   || 

1.57 • <- 10 10 10 6.5 Li.81 5.66 1.30 1.0I4 1.17 
1.57 .35 7 8 7.5 5.21* 6.68 5.96 .93 .93 .93   1 

1  1.57 .75 3 2 2.5 5.67 5.32 5.75 .78 .65 .72   I 

ii  1.57 1.0 6 3 14.5 h.65 3.93 14.29 .90 .77 .aa 
II  2.51 .2 10 10 10 2.7 1.71 2.21 1.21 .80 1.01 

ll  2.51 .5 2 6 1. 2.20 2.76 2.I48 .97 .76 .87 il 
11  2.51 1.0 3 1 2 2. 82 2.82 2.82 .85 .6I4 .75 

3.77 .2 5.5 8 6.75 1 2.15 2.33 2.2lj .81, .82 .83 

1! 3.77 .75 !        'i 2 9   '! 2.UU 2.)j0 2.h2 \.v~ .65 .69 
6.2* .75 i   li ') 3 2.02 1 .96 1.99 . 68 i   .76 .72 

i   6.2R . 35 7 7 7 1.93 2.03 1 1.98 1   .80 1   .Yh .77   1 
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Another   Lnalcatloti of n basic  dlflVn/ncc  hübwticn tuv [dlotF is  bli'      war i'v- 
quency distribution   for all configurations,   shown   Ln  Pii^ure M.     Pilot differ- 
ences such ns  Lln-se .'ire not,  -iiynioa]   (Reference '.')  althouRh they an poir.t up 
the desirability of usinp; only two-pilot avcrarc."-- \.o ohialu Liio mast rAgnifi- 
cant and meanincAil fcsults. 

The averaged describing functions ami linear ocrr&lations (p) are pre- 
sented in KLgures 9-11.  arranged in groups according to both opinion and 
describing function form,    The significance of these groupings will be exj laineu 
in a later section,    Adding Wiese data points to controlled element Bode plots 
for the corresponding configurations g-Jves system open loop  (Yplo)  Bodes in the 
frequency band between 0.1,' find luü radians/second.    Table  IV summarizes open 
loop system data obtained  from such plots (which are not presented). 

TABLE IV 

rWO-PILOT-AVERAQED ERbQUENCI RESPONSE DAW 

Configuration 
Pilot Gain,  Kn" | 

1 Plu-*-0     | 
0 db Crossove:i 

Frequency 

(Rad/Sec) 

Phase; Margin   i 

(ßeg) 

Gain Margin 

(db)           | 
(kyn     \ 

V            | (-lb)     j (Lb/Rad) 

1    .63 .35 -21 76 .99 50 12            j 

.63 .75 -16 135 .67 65 1.5 

1.57 .2 -20 86 .53 7h 3 

| 1.57 , 35 -17 120 2.1 65 5          !| 

| 1.57 .75 -10,5 25h 1.9 12 
1          I 

1.57 1.0 -7 380 1.3 26 ?          I 
1 2.51 ,2 -16 135 .77 98 0          1 

| 2.51 ,5 -16 135 1.0 5 100 ['     l 
1 2.51 1.0 -10 269 i.h 71 Di 

| 3.77 .2 j    -U 170 1.2 80 1           1 

1 3.77 .75 -12 I      215 i         1.7 80 10         i 

1 6.28 .75 1     -8 |     33? !         1.2 100 1          1 

1 6,28 |  .35 1    "1lj ! 170 1          1,2-; 1           83 1         1 

"Note  that  pilot gain,   K. ,  may be  f^.veti  i.n UM;I l,s  rif Te/v.l'i  or  in/oeg. 
The conversion fact.of Is  the aircraft's stick  gearing constant, 
15 lb/in for the Hull experiments. 
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As  bo  i.In- Inbc-trjjrotat.ion of bhea».' auta,  'u; fxamlnablun  ivvuals, 
In- unl.M'l,,   bhat  bhey may be divided into  bwo mutually exclusivn  sets.    Thosi 

aiH' defined by  bhe  relative valuoa of Lh«' CI'OSSOVIM' fj-uquiTicy, iaG,  and the 
['arcing  Cunotiun cutoff frequency, uco,  and  bho two stats cnx'n'fspund  to c.nn i:i- 
t.lnt.:- whfi'o cltlior M,-< «QQ 

OI
' "V. 'CO' 

Whcin foe iß L'öS llian -oco»  roof closed loop performance and poor opinion 
rating are bo be expected,    These expectations are corroborated by the error and 
opinion data of Table HI.    AM will bo discussed later,  opinion factors other 
than closed loop performance may also be significant in the ratings for this 
set, but these will not alter the fact that the »0 <«co condition is invari- 
ably connected with poor opinion and pone closed loop performance. 

For the second data set,  the gain crossover frequency, UQ,  is always 
greater than M00.    The actua'J, crossover frequencies for these configurations 
are confined to the band between 1,05 and ^.1   radians/aecond.    The mean value 
of f.oc  is l.hS radians/second with a standard deviation of ü,3)i radians/second. 
These data,  therefore,   form a sot in which wc is roughly constant and larger 
than the forcing function cutoff frequency.    Accordingly, both closed loop 
dynamics and system performance measures are expected to be roughly constant. 
The mean absolute errors (from Table III)  for this set,  plotted versus opinion 
in  Figure 12,  are in approximate accord with this anticipation.    Thus,   for the 
data in this group,  closed loop dynamics should not be more than a minor factor 
in the differences in pilot opinion of the various configurations.    These differ- 
ences should depend largely on objective factors associated with pilot dynamic 
characteristics. 

Since an approximate correlation of pilot gain with opinion has already 
been discussed,  Kp Is the first pilot dynamic characteristic which should be 
considered.    The data of Table IV,  however,   indicate that Kn values for the set 
WQ> M0O are all confined to the good-acceptable region of Figure 7.    The differ- 
ences in gain between configurations in this set should then have only a small, 
easily corrected influence on pilot opinion differences,^ 

With both closed loop dynamics and performance,  and pilot gain,  elimi- 
nated as major opinion factors for this set,  the large opinion differences must 
be predominantly dependent upon the pilot's equalizing characteristics.    Prom 
the data of Figures 9-11,  these characteristics appear to involve the genera- 
tion of high frequency lead.    Thus,  at long last,  the data have been grouped 
an.l categorized to a point where the effects of pilot lead on opinion can be 
treated as a separate factor. 

Various attempts have been made to correlate the lead equalization 
factor with opinion, most with only Indifferent success.    The most suitable 
measure found involves the parameter (TL dA/dn.), where 1/TL corresponds to the 
apparent load break frequency and ilA/dn is the slope of the high frequency 
amplitude ratio,  d|l |/d log u,  in db/deoade,    It was necessary to use amixitude 
data only since the phase data are very badly scattered and contam^ated with 
pilot ruaction-time delay effect.     Despite the scatter of the basic  aata and the 

^Recall that w00 ■ 1.0 rad/sec in these experiments, 

**In Figure 13,  points corrected via Table IV and  Figure 7 are shown flagged. 
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difficulty of accurately letermliitng thi lnval-' rri-in'Micy, n  ; lot, of this func- 
tion, (Tj, dA/dti), versus opinion rut.ljir i'xhlbVbfj a ri.-iS'iinblf/ brcD'i (l''lrure 13). 
It can be seen that the best opiniur. cnn^ire wficn the  [)llot pquallzatlon 
approaches a purr pain I'onn, anil that oj Inlon depraoes as the l.aii break fre- 
quency decreases (Tj, increases) and/or the amplitude slope increases.  This 
slope rray be considered a measure of the separation between the lead and the 
unintentional (e.g., neuromuscular) lag b re ale-frequencies, It also takes into 
account the occasional presence of higher order leans. 

It should be noted that the cases corivspondinp to ^0 < ui0o are Included 
in Figure 13 (pilot rating ■ 10) and, in funeral, follow the 'rend established 

by all the other (MC ■ constant) cases. It is difficult, therefore, to say 
whether the unacceptable opinion attache! to the UQ <.M00  cases Is due to the 
poor closed loop system perfonnanco, aa originally postulated, or to the high 
degree of pilot lead adopted. Either reason appears sufficient by itself to 
account for the observed opinion rating. In addition the situation appears 
somewhat further confused when nonlinear pilot behavior is considered, as out- 
lined below. 

The Hall data show that, as pilot lead increases, the pilot tends to 
operate In an Increasingly nonlinear manner.  Some Indication of the degree of 
nonllnearity is indicated by the remnant spectrum and the correlation coeffici- 
ent. With only one system Input and no internally generated noise, large remnant 
power and low correlation coefficient would imply a high degree of pilot non- 
linearity. Another indication is the pilot output distribution, which, for a 
linear system with a Qauasian input, should also be Gaussian. Several histo- 
grams, each representing the pilot output distribution for one of the several 
runs taken for a given configuration, are shown In Figure "Ik»    Two histograms 
are presented for each configuration to demonstrate the variability of the 
pilots. In Figure lli(a) the distributions are similar to that for a square wave. 
Indicating highly nonlinear behavior. These distributions are consistent with 
the assertion that the pilot tends to operate as a relay controller in this low 
opinion case. Figure Il;(b), a better-opinion configuration, represents a tran- 
sition phase between highly nonlinear and linear operation. Figure lli(o) shows 
a quasi-Qausslan distribution indicating a relatively high degree of linearity 
although the configuration has an unacceptable opinion rating. Figure 114(d), 
for the highest rated configuration, also shows quasi-Qausslan distributions. 
Here the pilot was operating as a nearly pure gain controller, although the 
distributions are not purely Gaussian. 

In general it appears that nonlinear operation is assoclÄted with low 
opinion, although the converse is not true. The fact that low opinion Is also 
associated with strenuous lead generating efforts on the pilot is part raises 
some doubt as to the really basic opinion factor. In a practical sense, how- 
ever, such doubts do not seriously detract from the efficacy of the analysis 
approach used here. Consider, for example, that a given system has been analyzed 
on a linear basis and shown to require the adoption of appreciable (possibly 
second order) pilot leadj then, according to Figure 13i the pilot will be extremely 
dissatisfied with the configuration. The basic source of this dissatisfaction 
could be the appreciable lead required, or it could possibly be because 

1. The pilot, besides adopting load, also becomes nonlinear 
and therefore works much harder than indicated by the 
linear analysis. This "works harder" comment reflects 
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tli'.'   fact   Uiat ilic  :ivaiJabJ'' data  1)i'lU;ati:  ;iii   IjiCiMaur   In 
avwrai/'i  stick  force;-; as  tliij j'l.b't bi'Cdni^s more ncniirn ar. 

;*.     In aj'lti'  of lils ufforte, CdQ is lese tlian (i)cof   BO poox- 
oloBfid loop pcrfoiinaiice colors the pilot's opinion, 

lic'CM'diüBB of which effect or combination of effects predominatoa in 
infliu'ncinn pilot opinion,  the linear anE.lyeiB will nevertheleBB serve as a 
basis for estdinating the pilot's level of dissatisfaction.    It should be care- 
fully noted that tide statement relies for its validity on the observation, 
baaed upon all available data,  that nonlinear operation or attempts to force 
u0>w00 always involve extreme equalizing efforts on the part of the pilot, 

3.    Effect of Pilot Lag on Opinion 

The effect of pilot lag on opinion can be illustrated by considering 
the Hall data for yc - Kc and Ic ■ Kc/8,    For these aonbrolled elements, two- 
pilot-averaged describing functions, with KQ ■ 5, are shown in Figure 1 5.    The 
open loop IpT0 describing function plots,  particularly the more reliable ampli- 
tude ratio points, are nearly identical for the two configurations.    However, 
the lag characteristic for the I0 ■ Kc configuration is pilot induced, whereas 
that for Tc ■ K0/s is due to the controlled element.    Thus, the pilot charao- 
teristlc changes from the fom Yp ■ Kpe"'1;B/(TxB + 1) to In ■ Kpe"'".    The aver- 
aged opinion for tho former is rated at 6.0 while the latter is rated at 3.0, 
The major portion,  if not all,  of this opinion difference must be considered to 
be the result of the pilot-adopted lag since all other opinion factors are 
about the same for the two cases. 

Other existing data, although insufficient for complete verification, 
indicate that pilot-induced lag effects may be classified in a manner identical 
to the lead effects.    That is, opinion is degraded as the lag break frequency 
is reduced and/or the accompanying change in slope la increased, 

D,    ADDITIONAL CLOSED LOOP INFLUENCES UPON PILOT OPINION AND ADAPTATION 

Having established the general dependence of opinion on pilot dynamic param- 
eters for essentially constant closed loop dynamics and performance,  it is now 
pertinent to examine the closed loop Implications of the data.    The first 
approximate measure of closed loop dynamics, the crossover frequency, had already 
been extensively discussed in the previous sections of this chapter.    The net 
conclusion of this discussion was that configurations involving ci)0<(d00 were 
always associated with poor opinion, but whether the condition "o < wco wa8» of 

itself,  the basic cause for poor opinion could not be definitely established. 
Also, conditions involving wc > c»)00 were shown to have roughly constant closed 
loop dynamics,  and observed opinion variations were then attributed to other 
factors.    Consequently the status of »c relative to pilot opinion appears to be 
euch that COQ > CD0O is a necessary, but not sufficient,  condition for the exist- 
ence of good opinion and ü)0<U3CO is a sufficient, but nob necessary,  condition 
for poor opinion. 

Another closed loop dynamics factor suggested previously is the damping 
ratio of the second order mode for closed loops whose minimal dynamic descrip- 
tion demands a third order system.    Consideration of this factor is the princi- 
pal topic of this section,  and such consideration will take the form of an 
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^xainln;iliion b.'iüic-ill.y 'itrectt'H,   at? IK'LIMI   hi thv jjiti'oduotion to  thla ohaptfir,  at 
determining the closed loop cliaractnriatici; conftiilortM «icairab]«.' by tin; i.ilot. 

As a first etep in the studj'-, consider that thu pilot's equalizing charao- 
terlstice are nllj  that Is [see Kq,   (I)], 

T
P   "   K

PTPTT W 

In the low frequency regions of interest the neuromusoular lag tljne constant, 
TN,  can be eliminated by changing T to an "effective" value (Reference 2) which 
is typically,  and consistent with the HaH describing .function data,  about 0,2, 
Thus, 

YP 

and the complete open loop transfer function may be written [_see Eq, (5)J 

InT, p*c 
-5K      (0.1s - 1)(0.68 ± 1) (8) 

S(0.1B 
+ 1) [(ä^) + 2(^)B + l] 

The root locus plot for the open loop transfer function of Eq, (8), with 
unity feedback as in the block diagram of Figure 2, is shown in Figure 16 for 
Mn " 3.77» K ■ 0.7^'. Because of the negative sign of the effective open loop 
gain, the loous is defined by the zero-dogree rather than the customary 1 80- 
degree criterion. Increasing pilot gain, Kp, drives the closed loop poles along 
the locus In the direction of the arrowheads} at zero gain the poles are those 
of the open loop (symbol X) and at infinite gain they correspond to the open 
loop zeros (symbol 0), The closed loop poles for the pilot gain actually 
measured in this particular case (see Table IV) are Indicated by the symbol I, 

Similar root loci, again with no pilot equalisation, have been constructed 
for all of the Hall airframe configurations in Table III. The Important features 
of those loci are shown in Figures 17 and 18. In these figures only the incom- 
plete loous emanating from one short period pole is drawn, the remaining portions 
of the locus, and oho additional poles, zeros, high gain behavior, etc., being 

»«„x-   ^.u-x   --T8 .üZf^LiSi Note that e       ■ *'      i0-«  - .    For x ■ 0.20, this load-lag approxljna- 
(eTB/6)        (1   ♦ ^) 

tlon to H"^8 Involves phase errors of less than 3 degrees Tor frequencies up to 
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quite Himilar or identical to those  shown in Figure 16.    The valu' n of Kp 
(lb/rad) corresponding to  '.:erü damping  (neutral stability) of the closed loop, 
short period mode are indicated near the imaginary axis.    These can be compared 
with the values of Kp actually adopted (on the average) by the pilot,  as given 
in Table IT,     Such a comparison,   given in Table V,   for configuration groupings 
corresponding to those of Figures  9-11  shows that a gain ratio based on the 
simple Tp form assumed cannot account for the large differences in observed 
opliiion.    In fact,  certain of the configurations classified as "unacceptable" 
appear to have gain ratios comparable to those in the "acceptable" category. 

TABLE V 

APPARENT QA.IN MARGINS TOR UNEQUALIZED PILOT MODEL, Ip - Kpe"Ü,2s 

Configuration 
Reference 

Figure Opinion 
Pilot Gain,  Kp       I 

Gain Ratio 1 
(db) 

i                                                                            ■•■ 

Actual(1) Neutral^2) 
Stability \     (%1      I *      | 

l   ^ .75 9(a)         1 Good 25ll 5U0      i 6.5       | 

2.51 1.0    ' 9(a) Good 269 780 9.2        | 

| 3.77 .75 9(a) Good 215 5l40 Ö.0        j 

1.57 1.0 9(b) Acceptable 380 900 7.5 

1 2.51 .5 9(b) Acceptable 135 31*0 8.0       j 

1 6.28 .75 9(b) Acceptable 339 U30 2.0 

| 3.77 .2 10 Poor 170 130 -2.3        j 

1 6.28 .35 10 Poor 170 205 1.6        j 

| 1.57 .2 11 i Unacceptable 86 1      110 2.2 

1.57 .35 I           11 Unacceptable 120 i       215 1          5J         1 
1 2.51 1  '2 11 unacceptable 135 1     no -1.8        j 

1 0.63 .35 1           11 Unacceptable 76 1    90 1         1*5        I 
1 0.63 1 .75 \           11 Unacceptable |      135 i  230 I         k-6        I 

(1)    Prom Table IV. 
|     (2)    From Figures 17 and 18.                                                                                     Ü 

Consider now the apparent equalizations adopted by the pilot as revealed by 
the describing unction data of Figures  9-11,     The "good" configurations QFig- 
ure   9 (a)] require little,  if any, equalization.    For these oases the gain ratios 
of Table V will approximate gain margins,  and the stability margins indicated on 
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this basis arc  falrxj  larpe,    Al re,   bho r/io^  i loi ;   '.lamj Lnt* ratios,   HE IM.}' rr   i 
by ijit'T'pnlation on   U,"  l(u;j   of  F'.rur-  ly.   an    !■■ .I;a.1 v ly hi^h.     T! ■ ■   "acci'iib- 
ablc" confi,"p.iratioiif! of Kicuro    r'(b) 'loflnitoly require some pilot equalization 
to avoid a marp^jial]y ?tablo con'iHion (gain margin <6 db) and/or improvf 
closed loop damping,    Tho  remaining  "j'oor" and  "unaccejitablo" oonfiKui'ations of 
Fipvircs 10 and 11   ai^' all marpiinally stable- without It.-ao equalisation and 
apparently require progressively increasing equalizing efforts by bhe pl.].ot. 
The foregoing observafcionR are summari'/od in  M.^uro 19,  ttn s-plany rei'ri;sf»nta- 
tion which indicates the- aqualization form adopted by the  pilot In various 
regions occupied by the complex short period roots.    The short porlou root points 
in this  figure are coded to correspond to the pilot dosoriblnK function equal- 
ization characteristics of PiruruF   P-ll,   and the shaded boundaries define rough 
areas of approximately eimilar equalization form as Indicated.    Figure 20 pre- 
sents two typical exajnples of how member setö on this plot fit the actual data. 
Figure 20(a) is a no-equalisäation fillet fitted to configuration 2,^1-1.0,  the 
highest rated airframe,  and Figure 20(b) is a lead-lag fit to configuration 
• 63-,3i3, the lowest rated of the Hall short period airframes.    These curve fits, 
of course,  are only intended to lend  some credence to the rough curve fits used 
to construct the regions shown in Figure 15.    The detailed reasons for such 
adaptation,  however,  remain to be clarified. 

It may be seen from Figure 1? that the boundary between the lag-load and the 
lead-lag regions is actually a region whore no equalization is adopted.    Since 
such a form represents minimal activity on his part,  it can be argued that along 
this boundary the pilot must be reasonably happy with the closed loop system 
characterlstlosj were he not,  he would certainly have adopted some equalization 
in an attempt to Improve them.    Purthemore,  the two data points that fall on 
this boundary (2,£1-1.0 and 3177".7!?) both represent good-opinion configurations 
(see Table III) which can be associated directly with pilot gain values.    These 
factors reinforce the notion that the pilot is satisfied with the closed loop 
characteristics.    Examining, now, these characteristics for the actual pilot gains 
observed,  Figure 21   shows the low frequency, closed loop pole-zero locations in 
the upper s-plane (see Figure 16 for the complete set for configuration 3.77-.75). 
It can be seen that the closed loop denominator time constant in both cases is 
very nearly the same as the numerator time constant.    Under these circumstances 
these terns tend to cancel each other, and the dominant closed loop mode is the 
second order with undamped    natural frequency and damping ratio ranging from 
about 2 to li and about 0,35 to 0,50,  respectively.    It is of interest to note 
that the best possible second order system from the standpoint of minimizing the 
rms error to a "white noise" input is one with a damping ratio ranging from 
about 0,k to 0,7 (the rms error variation is very small throughout this region). 
It appears that the pilot,  In actively attempting to minimize the error presented 
to him,  Is adopting approximately the theoretically "correct" equalization in 
this particular case.   On the basis of this one example,  it might be hypothesized 
that the pilot tries to force the clostd loop into a particular region which 
happens to be consistent with the servo criterion for minimizing the rms error. 

To examine this hypothesis further,  the effect of the pilot-adopted transfer 
form on the closed loop system was determined for all tha test configurations. 
In each case the loop was closed with the apparent pilot gain listed in Table IV, 
and an analytical approximation to the equalization consistent with the describ- 
ing function data.    The assumed pilot equalizations used cannot be considered 
data fits In the sense of those of Reference 2,  but are adequate ruprosentations 
of the adopted form.    Rather than present all of these analyses, many of which 
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ahow similar tremls, fivij ruprrsfiit/Utiv»' i,;<.mri(-arationa have \"^-u  selecteii for 
the 'iii'cuyKion which followu. 

Two root loci for each of the five oases are /vivm In Kit-ur" ','.?.,  one for 
the approximate equalization actually adopted by the pilot and the other for no 
equalization. The latter is presented to servo as a possible comparison with 
tho former. Again, as In such preceding plots, only the upper s-plano is pre- 
sented and in most cases th;' high frequency behavior la not shown, reference to 
Figure 16 for tho remaining portions of thi loci being inferred.  In all cases 
the closed loop poles for the actual gains employed are denoted by the elosed 
square (■) symbol. Also shown (Figure 23) are asymptotic amplitude Bodes for 
the closed loops. Pertinent oomments for each configuration are presented below. 

Configuration 6.28-.?^. Figure ?2(a.) — In both cases shown the closed loop 
zero (symbol 0, since open loop and closed loop zeros are identical) is approx- 
imately cviceled by the first order closed loop pole, The closed loop system is 
thus predominantly second order, the effect of the lag insertion being to reduce 
frequency and Increase damping (the heavily damped high frequency mode at w * 9 
is outside the frequency range of interest). 

Configuration 1.^7-1.0. Figure 22(b) —- Again the first orders nearly 
cancel in both cases and the second order damping is improved with equalization, 
with, however, an accompanying increase in frequency. 

Configuration 3.77-.2. Flfur^ 22(c) —— The first order cancellations noted 
in the preceding cases are not apparent here and the closed loop is higher than 
second order. However, the lag-lead equalization does Improve the damping and 
reduce the frequency of the second order short period mode. The pass band char- 
acteristics are also Improved (see Figure 23) In that the first break point is 
increased in frequency. A double lag would result in a better system, but there 
is little evidence that a human pilot would adopt this form except in most 
unusual circumstances. 

Configuration .63-. 3!?, figure 22(d) — Here again the first order terms are 
largely self-canceling ana both systems are basically second order. The effect 
of lead-lag equalization is to increase both frequency and damping. 

Configuration 1.S!7-.35. Figure 22(e) — In this case the double lead equal- 
ization has a strongly beneficial effect on the closed loop short period damping, 
but it results In considerable low frequency "droop" (see Figure 23). 

For all the representative cases shown, the effect of the indicated pilot 
equalization is to increase the closed loop short period damping (over the non- 
equalized case). For configurations 6.28-,71? and 1,57~1.0, rated "acceptable" 
or "good," tho resulting damping coefficients are close to being "optimum" from 
the standpoint of minimum rms error. Adding the closed loop poles of these 
cases. Including one point for the nonequallzed pilot of Figure 22(b) which is 
assumed to represent an "undesirable" situation since the pilot actually adopted 
equalization, to those of Figure 21 defines the "desirable" and "optimum" region 
shown in Figure 2I4. 
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GIlAPTKlt l.V 

LONGITUDIML SHORT PERIOD HANDLING QUALITIES 

k.    INTRODUCTION 

The preceding chapters present in considerable detail certain aspects of 
observed pilot behavior in closed loop control situations. In addition certain 
correlations between pilot opinion ^nd closed loop and/or pilot dynamic charac- 
teristics are shown. These corrola.ions, and the pilot behavior model, can now 
be applied to theoretical investigations of longitudinal handling qualities. 
Such investigations, while they shed some additional light on areas already 
covered by handling quality tests, are especially illuminating for situations 
which have not yet been covered experimentally.  In the fornier instances the 
"fimiings" of the theory are not nearly as complete with regard to the delinea- 
tion of the fine-grain pilot-opinion regions as are the specific tests. This 
is not surprising in view of the paucity of data which allow useful correlation 
of pilot opinion with the objective opinion factors detailed in Chapter IIIj 
nevertheless the gross implications and trends exhibited by the test data are 
predicted by the theory. In the latter instances, the theory serves to readily 
identify areas of possible difficulty which have not yet been subjected to 
experimental treatment. 

The initial theoretical examination, detailed in the section immediately 
following, is directed at the conventional, damped second order, short period 
mode. More specifically it is directed at the short period configurations in- 
vestigated by Hall. In this sense the Hall data are reused to serve aa a com- 
parison with theoretical conclusions which stem in part (as concerns criteria, 
otc.) from the same data. The fact that the Hall opinion data differ somewhat 
from similar data obtained in flight is investigated in the next section and is 
shown to be consistent with theoretical considerations. 

On the basis of this demonstrated usefulness of the servo approach, it is 
then pertinent and permissible to apply it to handling qualities problems which 
may bo quite "radical" and for which little, if any, dynamic response or 
handling qualities data exist. These problems include gross variations of the 
numerator time constant and the aperiodic divergence resulting from negative 
maneuver margin. Preliminary consideration of th' e more unusual aspects of 
short period handling qualities is the subject of the later sections. 

B. THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF CONVENTIONAL SHORT PERIOD OPINION BOUNDARIES 

The available pilot model and associated opinion factors, together with 
conventional servoanalysls techniques, can be used to predict certain boundaries 
similar to those (found experimentally) in Figure 30. In particular, those 
short period characteristics which do not Involve equalization efforts on the 
part of the pilot can be easily delineated. The general approach Involves 
closint; the loop with a nonequalized pilot describing function and then check- 
ing the closed loop performance to see if it meets the criteria established in 
Chapters II and III. The short period characteristics for which those criteria 
can just be met form a boundary beyond which the pilot will adopt equallsjation. 
If the controlled element gain has boon chosen so that the resulting pilot gain 
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La in the "gocv!"   region  (sfc,   i\i'.,   Kiiiiri' Y),   i,\i<-n l.lif  pilot will cl'ir.sliy 
all configuration a witliin bhc !M'un'i.'ii'.v as "fotni, "    Kor fioints outsi'ic  the buun'.l- 
ary tho  fofm iühi ma^iitudr of r.'lluL  oqualization requirod to moot Ui" '•r1t"rla 
Rivo a rolativi.; opljiion gradation (i.t.1.,  tho pilot will prefer a small'amount 
of lan to a large double  load,   etc.). 

The short period dynamics  selected  for this example are those used by Hall 
so that the resulting system-derived boundaries can then be checked by Hall's 
experimental points.    Therefore the aircraft short period lead time-constant, 
TQ2>   is fixed at a value of 0,60 seconds  (representative of normal lift curve 
slopes similar to that of the Navion airplane used by Hall),  and the short 
period frequency and damping are varied over a range covering most aircraft with 
positive static margins.    The pilot model is a pure gain plus an  "effecMve" 
reaction time delay (which Includes neuromusoular lag),  and the open loop trans- 
fer function is then 

-TS 

Wo 
KpK0e   ^(O^s + 1) 

Ly^sp'       "sp        J 

or,  alternatively, (?) 

KpK0(0.6B + 1)(-| a + 1) 
Yplc 

•<? = '1'[<'*)2*^B*1] 
The gain crocsover criterion is a constant phase margin, ^m,  and tho effect of 
varying its magnitude is considered. 

The general procedure of these system surveys is to vary the short period 
frequency and damping and see how the closed loop roots are affected.    Generic 
families of Bode plots and root loci are used,  following the methods detailed 
in Reference $.    Pbr the cases investigated here,  the Y(jco) and Y(-a) Bods 
diagrams give sufficient information so no root locus plots are necessary,    The 
specific steps followed are outlined below and  include references to a detailed 
example for coap ■ 3.33 radians/second,  %sp - 0.7,  a - 0.2 seconds, and tfm - 60°, 
These steps are as follows: 

1. Construct the asymptotic Bodo plot for the transfer 
function(s) under consideration.    (Sec Figure 2]j for the 
example.) 

2. Locate the 60-degree phase margin open loop crossover 
frequency (Point 0 on the diagrtun). This locates the 
zero-db gain crossover on the I(jai) plot (Point©). 
Note that tho actual departure of Y(jw) from the asymptote 
must be used, 

3. Construct the y(-a) plot in the region near the crossover 
gain.    The intersections of the zero-db gain lino with 
tfiis  '^1™^'* bode locate  tho closed  loop real roots}  lAcLi 
(Point (p)   and 1/TCL2 (Point ©). 
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li.    Locate the oscillatory closed loop roots, WQL (Point (5)). 
In  'Lhis  case  tin1   i;roi,''rty thai   the  oj-en  .md   cloS'-u  iooj.  high 
frequency as.1/Tnptotes are   Mt'ntical is used  to locate'  th(   BQ^ 
aaymptotic  break point.     Since both closed  loop real roots 
arc known,  and since the closed loop low frequency anu high 
frequency asymptotes are known,  it is possible to construct 
the complete closed loop asymptotic plot by working from both 
ends to locate the unknown break  point frequency somewhere in 
the middle. 

'■).    Calculate ^QT,     For this case,  the property that the sum of 
the denominator real parts of the closed loop roots is equal 
to the sum of the real parts of the open loop denominator 
roots (always true when the denominator is two or more orders 
higher than the numerator)  is used to calculate KQ^ 

^Sp"sp +1 - TcT^ " 
SCL    " S^ 

This completes the system analysis for this particular frequency and damping 
ratio.    Similar analyses must be perfomed for other frequencies and other damp- 
ing ratios (note that the same plot may be used to vary the damping since the 
asymptotes are not a function of the damping ratio).    The object o'f these 
analyses is to obtain sufficient information about the closed loop performance 
as a function of airframe short period characteristics to be able to determine 
where low frequency response and oscillatory damping begin to deteriorate. 

As regards the adequacy of the low frequency response,  there are three 
possible dynamic parameters which must bo checked.    The first is the crossover 
frequency, u0, which,  as noted in Chapter II, must be greater than the forcing 
function cutoff frequency, u00.    The second is the value of the closed loop 
time constant, TCLI» which must be sufficiently small so that objectionable low 
frequency "droop" effects are not encountered.    The third is the value of MQL 
which,  for those cases where it is lower than l/TcLi»  becomes the "droop- 
producing" parameter.    Thus, low frequency response is considered marginal when 

uc    ■   1,0 radians/second 

mrr"   ■   ü.8 radians/socond 

fuCL    ■    0,8 radians/socond 

The criterion for marginal damping of the closed loop second order is 
^CL " ^«35 i" accordance with the findings of Chapter III,    These criceria lead 
to 'the various boundaries shown in figure 26,    Since airframe roots falling out- 
side of any of those boundaries will require pilot equalization,  they can be 
consolidated,  as in Figure 27,  into a single boundary.    The data points shown 
in this  figure are the Hall simulator results and indicate both pilot opinion 
of the' configuration and his adopted equalization.    Those points tend to verify 
the predicted nonequalized boundary.    This boundary,  as drawn,  might be con- 
sidered a sharp dividing line between good and not so good airframes, but two 
possible influences tend to blur this line.     The  first Is the fact that the 
line 'iocs depend to some extent on the criteria and reaction times used to 
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cnhstruob  lt..     Tin;  ivcon s  Is  U.''   I'w.t  i,).-i.l.  ;-'ni.Hll .■unuii);1,,s of ■  iu.'illzatlon will 
not be  of part'Joular ciWii'qiK'ri'.;"  u;; tjoTiivi-n;:   thi   pili^t's i-ilirhjn of  the  "good- 
ness" of a particular confinn-abion.    Be!,!,  bl.esu  influences are discussed below. 

The effect of increasing the phase marclii crlti-rion from 6u to HO ijufrcos, 
for a T ■ 0.2 seoondsi  is shown in Figure 28.    Whilra the high frequency portions 
of the composite boundaries are not much different (within 1^-20 percent),  there 
is a major shift in the low frequency boundary which amounts to about a 100-percent 
change.    With reference to this major effect it should be noted that the data of 
Figure 5 show a stratification of phase margin with frequency.    Thus, phase 
margins lower than the mean value of 8u degrees are largely associated with fre- 
quencies less than about 2.U radians/second and vice versa.    This bnpliee that 
the low frequency shift of the cp- ■ 80 degrees boundary in Figure 28 is unreal- 
istically drastic,  because,  at least in this region,  the pilot seems disposed 
to accept phase margins of about 6ü degrees.     Since,   further,  the effects of 
phase margin on the high frequency pr rtions of the boundary are relatively small, 
the boundaries corresponding to <pm ■ 60 degrees seen to be a reasonable compro- 
mise. 

The effect of a spread in a from 0,2 to 0,k,  values covering the experi- 
mental extremes, is shown in Figure 29 for a phase margin of 60 degrees. 
Although the affective value of T deduced from the Hall simulator experiments 
is close to 0,2,  flight test values (Reference k) are closer to O.li.    Thus the 
general (for Te2 ■ 0.6) nonequalized boundary is blurred to this extent and 
the outer and inner edges of the blurred region represent expected differences 
between simulator and flight test results. 

In practice the nonequalized boundaries should be considered as 
guidelines to the shape  of the  "best airframo" region rather than as specific 
dividing lines between regions of "good" and "acceptable" configurations. 
Although the actual boundary is thus a broad brush one,  the area enclosed will 
definitely bo the region of optimum flying qualities.    Moving out of this 
region involves varying foms and degrues of pilot equalization with correspond- 
ing degradations in opinion.    Servo theory,   in conjunction with the pilot model 
and adjustment rules^ can bo used to predict the approximate required changes 
in equalization. 

It appears,  therefore,  that closed loop analysis,  assuming the simple pilot 
model and criteria proposed in Chapters II and III,  can serve to identify the 
main aspects of attitude-control handling qualities.    This statement certainly 
holds for airframes with conventional short period dynamics and nominal numer- 
ator time constants as "flown" in a fixed-base simulator.    Whether or not it 
also applies to flight-test-detennined handling qualities is the question con- 
sidered in the next section. 
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C.     COMPARISON OF SHOh'T PMUTOU PILOT OPI.N [ON  IJATA   RIOK   I'T.iwliT ANI^ .'ITKUhATOK 

Bol'on.1  pi-'jciM-iinc  to  '.■v.xluato  tlic illfforcnccs -uni   Rlrnilaritic;; b(;twern  filciht 
and piinulator results,  it is  Important to note  that .for both klnda of tests con- 
sidered here a ßain pararm.'tur was hold constant at a  "liesirod" value as selected 
by the test pilots.    Thus pain,  as an opinion factor, was eliminated,   leaving 
only the variable  short period dynamics to cause changes in the  pilots'  ratings. 
Although the gain selected in the  fixed-base simulator was in terms of attitude 
control while that In flight was in terms of stick force per g,   it is shown in 
the Appendix that these parameters differ only by a constant multiplier inde- 
pendent of flight condition.    Thus both flight and simulator tests can be 
considered to be attitude control problems involving varied  short period dynamics 
and constant values of Teg and Kegp, with K03p selected for "best11 opinion results. 

As'regards opinion gradations observed in the various investigationo,  these 
were in all cases presented in the form of "iso-opinion" plots which are repro- 
duced in Figure 30.    The Hall data,   Figure 30(a),   represent an average of the 
two iso-opinion plots,  one for each pilot,  presented in Reference 3.    For this 
study,  the controlled element was, as previously mentioned,  an analog computer 
simulation of a variable stability Navion aircraft with two-degree-of-freedom 
longitudinal characteristics and a fixed set of nominal three-degree-of-freedom 
lateral characteristics.    The validity of the simulation in both axes has been 
verified by an in-flight study conducted with the actual aircraft (Reference U). 
Figure 30(b),  from Reference 18,  is for a B-26 light bomber with stability vari- 
ations resulting from angle of attack rate and displacement feedback to the 
elevator (equivalent to modifications of Ma and M^),    Opinion was based on trim 
characteristics, airframe response to step inputs, turn entry, horizon tracking, 
ground target gunnery runs,  and constant-g pullouts.    Figure 30(d),   from Refer- 
ence 1?,  is for an F-9UA fighter aircraft with short period variations accomplished 
by MQ and Mx variations,  as above.    Evaluation maneuvers were similar to those 
for the B-26 study.     Figure 30(c),   from Reference 20,  is for the sane  P-9I4A air- 
craft with some modifications to permit investigation of higher frequenoieo. 

The iso-opinion plots in Figure 30, although basically similar in shape, do 
not have point-to-point correspondence even though the airframe gain is optlimun. 
There are several reasons,  from the theoretical standpoint,  why such variations 
should exist.    First    differences in pilots, pilot Indoctrination,  opinion 
scales,  and assigned tasks can lead to variability in ratings,   even of identical 
configurations (Reference 21).    Also,  differences in the transfer functions for 
aircraft with the same short period dynamics will lead directly to differences 
in pilot adaptation and opinion.    The most obvious of these is the numerator 
tiine constant,  TQ2,  but other less obvious differences may exist in the control 
system dynamics (see Figure 1) including nonlinearities due to friction,  etc. 
Finally,  there will be,  as noted in the preceding section,  a difference in the 
pilot's effective1 reaction-time delay when comparing simulator with flight test 
results.    Differences in motion stimuli (References h and 6) will also cause 
difforenoi ,; of opinion between aircraft and simulator,  although these differ- 
■ i''    ■ wj.Il depend on the type of evaluation task,   the acceleration loads 
invi .i " 1,  üto.    As'regards the present comparisons,  this effect is considered 
insignJfieant, 

A fiood examplu  of differences occurring with essentially identical configur- 
ations is the comparison between Figures 3U(c)  and 30(d).    Here,  although the 
airplane was essentially identical,  as were the intended tasks,  opini-m scales, 
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ot.f.,   it, waa flown   ibr each  Lrivcstination at a uifl'i rent  flight conuiticn. 
Whiii?   this changes  Lh'    valui'  of Tu,-   I'"!'  thr'  Lwu   t,i ;-l, COIM i tiutis  (from  about 
Ü.6  bo about 0.''))   tin;  ;;ina]l  i-li.'iiij-''  invo.lvii  ir,   thforrt jca.) l,y ij,::i)'n1.}'ic'.uit as 
shown  in ill«; next  yoctnon,     Thus,   both  conrigurations wei ssi.'ntially jiJcnti- 
cal ami  the differonces in the iao-opijnlon plots must bo due to those   (or other) 
sources of variability noted above. 

Even more drastic changes appear in the plots of Figure 3u(b).    Again  the 
possible difference due to TQO, which was about 1.0 in this case,  is not con- 
siilorKd  signifioant.    However,   it does appear reasonable to  suspect the possible 
influence of control system dynamics because there are obvious differences in 
such systems between bomber and   fighter aircraft.     Unfortunately these suspected 
differences are not evaluated  in either of the referenced investigations nor in 
the available literature on the two aircraft involved.    Thus,  while some impor- 
tant portion of the differencesbetween Figure 3ü(b) and either of Figures 30(c) 
or 30(d) may be ascribed to the aforementioned source of variability,   a signif- 
icant difference in the transfer function due to control system dynamics must 
also be considered an important possibility. 

As concerns the ultimate comparison desired here — that between the simu- 
lator data of Figure 30(a) and the flight data of Figures 30(b),  30(c),  and 
30(d) — it Is pertinent,   first of all,  to rule out variations In Te2.    The com- 
plete spread of T92 for all four examples,   from about 0,3' to about 1.0,   is,   as 
noted above,  considered practically insignificant.    Aside from inherent vari- 
abilities and some unknown variations in controlled element transfer function 
due to the control system,  the basic difference between simulator and flight 
results will be due,  then,   to differences in the pilot reaction time.  T.    AS 
noted in the preceding section,  this difference (higher T for flight)  exercises 
a direct effect on the size of the various opinion regions.    Thus,   from a 
theoretical standpoint similar Iso-opinion regions are expected to have a smaller 
frequency range when measured in flight than when they arc measured in a fixed- 
base simulator.    This very basic difference, which in fact neems to be the only 
significant difference shown,   la amply demonsLratwd by the plots of Figure 30. 

Having thus shown the general applicability of the theoretical approach,   it 
is now pertinent to investigate its implications as regards short period handling 
quality aroas so far not explored, 

D.     EFFECTS OF NUMERATOR TIME CONSTANT 

The short period numerator (or lead)  time constant,   Tg^,  is primarily 
determined by the airframo stability derivative Zy,  as is shown in the Appendix. 
The approximate relationship given by the expression 

1 pSIL PgUn   1 ,    v 

^ ' -z« ' V^^' ' -V2!^ (1ü) 

shows that largo changes in TG2 can be expected as altitude and speed increase, 
and as wing loadings and lift curve  slopes change with vehicle design advances. 
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The gain, KQ,  is not, however, that which is of chief concern to the pilot as 
an opinion-generating factor. He is, as indicated previously, primarily in- 
fluenced by the value of gain, Kn, which he must adopt. As will be shown in the 
system survey plots of Figures 31» 33» and 3U, the value of Kp is directly 
associated with the controlled element gain at Map, rather than the value of Kg. 
Therefore the value of the controlled element gain which sets the pilot gain and 
influences his opinion is 

Ke sp wsp 
(ii) 

On the basis of this argument it appears that variations in T92 will only 
influence pilot opinion by the manner in which they alter the system dynamics. 
Such influences can best be demonstrated by a series of system surveys,  similar 
to those in Reference 5,  in which the magnitude of the inverse lead time con- 
stant (relative to the short period frequency) is varied.    The most direct 
approach to such a demonstration is to take a "good" airframe and vary the lead 
time constant between maximum and minimum feasible values while maintaining con- 
stant "good" short period frequency and damping.    Proper loop closure and appli- 
cation of the opinion rules of the previous sections can then be used to determine 
the probabDa effects of the various lead values.    Besides serving this direct 
purpose,  such surveys have additional significance in that equivalent airframes 
with constant "good" short period frequency and damping values,  but variable lead, 
are becoming more common.    Thia stems from the fact that short period damping 
and frequency characteristics are ordinarily maintained constant by stability 
augmenters which involve the generation of control moments, while augmentation 
of Te2 requires the generation of lift forces. 

The airframe characteristics chosen as the basis for the  surveys correspond 
to the best rated configuration (2,i;1  - 1,0) of the Hall study.    The use of this 
configuration is advantageous since the required (and observed) pilot equaliza- 
tion is nearly zero.    A generic plot of this system,  using a pure gain with a 
Q,2-8econd time delay for the pilot modul ana a 60-dogree phase margin as thi; 
loop clüsuri! criterion,   is shown in Figure  31.    The  required pilot gain,   Kp,  is 
0.266 inches per degree of stick motion (-11,5 db) which corresponds quite 
closely to the experljtientally observed value of 0.316 (-1U db).    Neglecting the 
high frequency pole-zero pair corresponding to the reaction-time delay,  the closed 
loop transfer function is 
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A3 indicated in Chapter 11.1,  this ir clotit.-  bo ;ai optimum CIOECHJ looj' system. 

Effects of load time-constant variation on this system may be seen in Fig- 
ure 32 which shows the; modification of the s-plano root locus shape as Top is 
varied.    It will be noted that,  as TG2 decreases, both the closed loop lag 
tjjne constant and the short period undamped natural frnquoncy docrtiase,  and the 
converse is true as TQ2 is increased.    These are directions of opposing desir- 
ability for this case,  as will be shown by detailed examination of both  the 
maximum and minimum values of TQp. 

A generic system survey plot for the minimum lead time constant case of 
Figure 32,  for a 60-dogree phase margin loop-closure criterion,   is shown in 
Figure 33,    The low frequency approximation to the closed loop transfer func- 
tion is 

yCL   .    _ÜJ2 , -. (,3) 

Thus, the closed loop damping is near optimum as it was for the nominal case and 
offers no basis for a revised opinion. However, the low frequency characteris- 
tics are dominated not by the first order time constant which is quite small 
(0.286 seconds), but by the second order frequency which is too low for good 
response. As a matter of fact, the dominant low frequency characteristic is 
now the crossover frequency which, aa may bo seen from Figure 33, is considerably 
less than the cutoff frequency, wc- ■ 1,0 radians/second. Therefore, on the 
basis of the adjustment rules and the foregoing observations, pilot adaptation 
will involve more than the postulated simple gain. To obtain the desired closed 
loop dynamics the pilot will utilize a lead-lag equalization, and his opinion 
(relative to the nominal TQ? case) will be degraded accordingly. For example, 
to make the closed loop configuration exactly the same as in the nominal case, 
the adapted lead-lag would be 

rrr1 
Tjs + 1 s 

117 
(IM 

The above degree of lead equalization results,  per Figure 1?,  in a small opinion 
degradation. 

While the foregoing example indicates  that a reduction in TQO to a near- 
minimum value is detrimental  to pilot opinion,   this trend can be reversed as 
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the   followinf simpli   'iumonstration will   show,     Consi'iir bhi    Hal]   confi^'urations 
which   result''';  in  \ ilct. a la^laiicn  fj"  lac vv lar-li-ao  cqualizinc charactoris- 
t.iiv (iTi'cr tv  Figure ly).    lietiucing the controlled element lead (in effect, 
Increasing  the controlled element lag) wlJ.l  serve   to reduce  the required  pilot 
generated lag.    Tin   small  lead  bim(   constant is,   for this casi;,  beneficial an>i 
would result in a hich'T pilot opinion.    On the other hand,   for those nominal 
configurations requiring the adaptation of lead or lead-lag equalization,  large 
reductions  in Tgo will,  by the converse argument,   demand  increased  pilot .hau, 
again resulting in a degraded filot opinion.     It appears then that snail lead 
time constants can have varying effects, depending on the-airframe short period 
characteristics involved. 

While the minimum T92 considered above  is hypothetically achievable at very 
low altitudes,  with high lift curve  slopes,   etc.,   it is an extreme not likely 
to be often encountered  in routine  operations.     On the other hand,  with modern 
high altitude aircraft it is very likely that the magnitude of the lead time 
constant will be considerably larger than the nominal Hall value. 

Oeneric plots of a system with a near-maximum value of T62 are shown in 
Figure 3U.    Using the 60-degree phase margin closure criterion and a nonequal- 
ized pilot as before.   Figure 3k shows the low frequency approximation to the 
closed loop transfer function to be 

YCL   -    ^^  (15) 

fe)2 + 2(t> + 1] 
The closed loop lag time constant for this case is large (9,18 seconds) and the 
resultant droop effect will seriously influence performance as well as opinionj 
furthermore, the closed loop second order damping is marginal. Probable pilot 
corrective equalization will be a lag or a lag-lead, A generic plot of the 
system with the latter equalization form is shown in Figure 314(b). The equal- 
ization values are arbitrary and were chosen to demonstrate a general effect} 
they result in a closed loop transfer function given by 

(-i77 + 1)(2+ 1) 

YCL " " ^  (16) 

It ia seen,  by comparing Eqs,   (15) and  (16)  and the asymptotic   IYCLI'80^ ^n- 

ures 3ll(a)  and 3li(b),   that performance has been considerably improved by the 
assumed equalization.     In particular,  the droop has been greatly reduced,  an'1 

the damping of the second order mode has been increased to a more desirable 
value.     In fact,  the closed loop characteristics are now very similar to those 
for the nonequallzed pilot and the nominal T92 of Figure 31.    This similarity 
has been achieved,   however,   only by fairly strenuous lag-load efforts on the 
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i art, c;]'  tl.'1  i iJrt,   ;■.'  tii!*  n; i.tiion will. Ic   i.'(M,i'ci;|ii,iKiJj-<*l.y  .ii;(fra>u'>i   from   l.i:ul,   T r 
the rioin.lri.Hl Tü;.

>
 casr.    As opjiDS'''!  to  the  small lead  time constant which can have 

varying effi^cis,   the larfc   {'■a.', iijrir corintant, wilJ  always rvquirr  laj* or lajt" 
lead öquali'/aMmi an lionKinstratini above. 

These surveys have shown that the   effects of airframe lead time constant can 
bi; important  in closed loop attitude control situations.     In particular,   large 
values will generally .lead to degradation of pilot opinion,   whereas small values 
can be either beneficial or detrimental.     In any event it is advisable to assess 
such effects for particular airframes by analyses similar to those demonstrated 
above. 

As a final note it should be observed that the dynamic relationship between 
pitching velocity and normal acceleration,  approximately equal to Te2S + 1^see 
Eq.   (A-8)  in the Appendix], will change' very greatly with T92.    For small lead 
time constants, pitching velocity and normal acceleration will be essentially 
interchangeable pilot cues as they are in •'conventional" atrframes.    However, 
for increasing time constants there will be an increasing discrepancy between 
these normally equivalent quantities.    The effect of such a departure from 
nominal behavior on pilot opinion is difficult to assess although opinion will 
almost certainly be degraded because of the pilot behavioral changes required. 

E.    CONTROL OF THE SHORT TIME-CONSTANT DIVERGENCE 

As noted in the Appendix,  the airframe short period trwisfer     'notion can 
assume the form 

-Kc(Te_s + 1) 2 
(17) s(-Ts1s + 1)(TS2s + 1) 

where the various inverse time constants are given by 

T^-T-   '    -Zw-^-^ (18) 

The first of Eqs, (18) associates the appearance of the first order (aperiodic) 
divergence with the condition of negative maneuver margin. This in turn usually 
arises from positive (unstable) values of Ma, since ZyfMq is ordinarily positive. 
Additionally, Eqs, (18) show, within the limits of their validity, that 

r-   '   F- + T^T " Mq " HI (19) Ts2  TS1  re 2  « 
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Since   Uii'  sum of Mq and M^  is usually nrciat.ivi   in j radical cases (it, can be 
positive  for very unconvenl,ional coufinurations),   the above expression indicates 
that l/Ts;.  will aLnost always be  froaLer  than  lh>:  B\m of I/T02 ''in '  ^/^Sl«     ^^,' 
relative values of 1/TS1   and l/Ty^, cannot in Kencral be inforreu,  but since 
interest here  is centered on exploring the maxiinujn value of l/Tsi   which can be 
controlled by a pilot,   it will be assumed that 1 As^ > W^Qn- 

figure 3!v shows a typical Y(jw)  Bode plot for the pilot-airframe open loop 
in which the pilot transfer function is taken as 

Yp    -    Kpe^TLS + 1) 

This is the simplast form of adaptation the pilot can make and still hope to 
control the system. The value of 1/TL is set somewhere between I/T5J and l/Tg« 
which, as will be apparent later, is its most effective location. Also, the 
relative values of the remaining time constants correspond to Eq, (19), assum- 
ing the sum of Mq and M^ to be about equal to Zw, The complete Bode plot (solid) 
as well ae the asymptotic approximations (broken) to the amplitude and phase 
are shown. The asymptotic approximation to the phase is obtained by adding the 
exact contribution due to reaction-time delay (T ■ 0,2) to the asymptotic con- 
tributions of the first order terms (dashed) as indicated. 

For the nonmlnljnum phase system under consideration here, the generalized 
Nyquist criterion for stability requires that the loop be closed with gain 
greater than one (zero db) at the low frequency -180-degree phase point and less 
than one at the high frequency -180-degree phase point. The region of stable 
closure is indicated in Figure 35. A necessary condition for stability, there- 
fore, is that the maximum sum of the phase contributions of the various first 
order terms and the time delay be greater than 90 degrees. That is, 

tan" TQgu + tan" Ts-co + tan' Tip - tan" Tggu - -rw > 90°     (20) 

where the u is chosen to give the maximum phase peak. Even though this require- 
ment be met, practical closures may be impossible unless the stable gain region 
is sufficiently wide. 

These two requirements — phase contribution greater than 90 degrees and a 
minimum "crossover" gain margin — account for the "best" location of 1/TL, as 
shown, between l/Tg« and l/T82. Selecting 1/TL smaller than l/Ts-, while tend- 
ing to broaden the frequency region where the phase angle is greater than -180 
degrees, actually severely restricts the region of stable closure because of 
its adverse ej..tect on the amplitude ratio. This is Illustrated in Figure 36(a) 
which utilizes asymptotic constructions only and may be compared, on this basis, 
with Figure 3^. On the other hand, selecting 1/TL larger than 1/TS2 reduces the 
phase angle to the extent that stable loop closure can become impossible or, at 
best, very marginal.  Figure 36(b), which shows a neutrally stable situation for 
a single value of the open loop gain, illustrates this effect. Therefore, since 
the adaptation "rules" imply a behavior akin to that of a good servo system, the 
pilot will adjust his lead term to lie between 1/TS1 and 1/TS2, Unfortunately, 
direct evidence of such lead adaptation (from measured human aynamic response 
data) has not been obtained to verify this prediction, 
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in accuruanci.' with I.lie ifubahlc aii/iuslmcnt noted aLove, the pilot lead term 
wiJl apiuTiXJjnaii.'ly Cfincol thf lar. 'iiif to T3.,. Tlnjn th<; phasi' marf^lji criterion, 
Eq,   (20),  can be written 

(p    ■    tan"'   TQ^O + tan"    Tg.u - aw 

a.        >900 
(21) 

and the  "phase crossover" frequencies can be determined by setting (p ■ 90    ■ 1.5? 
radiajis,     Dolnp; this,   denoting  "phase crossover frequency" by a)ö,   and expressing 
it in terms of l/Ts., 

-)—^(^-^te) 
1.^7 (22) 

Solving for TBIA in terms of w0/(l/Tai)  for various fixed values of Tg^/Teg 
gives the results shown in Figure 37.    Both  "phase crossover" frequencies are 
implicit in the double valued curves drawn,   as is  the value of Tg./t; for zero 
degrees phase margin (minimum TS1A).    Also shown is a line connecting the high 
frequenoy crossovers which result in a stable crossover region 6 db wide.    The 
point on this line corresponding to Ts-/Te2 ■ 1,0 is simply obtained by picking 
a value of Tg^ A for which the high value of ro0 is twice the low value.    This 
follows because for the particular case, Tg./Tg- ■ 1,0,  the open loop amplitude 
Bode plot Is a straight line of -6 db/octave slope,  so a 2J1   ratio of crossover 
frequencies provides 6 db of stable crossover region.     For values of Ta,/Te2 
approaching zero,  however,  the amplitude Bode includes a wide region belween the 
lead and lag break frequencies,  1/Tf}2 and l/Tsi,  of zero slope.    Because the low 
amplitude crossover occurs in this region,  the desired 6-db margin requires that 
the high amplitude crossover occur at a frequency such that the attenuation due 

to the lag is 1/2}   i.e., ^/(Tg^^)2 + 1  ■ 2 or JY~ '^/T - 1.732.    Both these 

points serve to orient the line shown which,  in turn,  determines the minimum 
values of TsiA at which the 6-db gain margin can be obtained.    Before these 
values can be accepted aa being truly critical,  however,  it is advisable to 
check the available phase margins. 

The available phase margin is a maximum at a crossover troquency approxi- 
mately midway between the high and low phase crossover frequencies of figure 37. 
More precisely from Eqs.   (21) and (22), 

max ^mL„   "   W " 9°° 

^  — (TTT^J 
+ tan 1 (iÄ;j - '•'•3 — (TTTIT) "90 
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whf-ri    Off,  i!;  thi    frequency oorrcsj nri'ilnc to  tJif maxiinuin value of if,  given by  the 
v> 'lationphip 

!2s 

t-)     -OW -te) 2      TS1 
(2ii) 

Nmnerical solutions to these two simultaneous equations are easily obtained by 
assuming values of Mm/d/To}) fo:1 a given value of Te^/Tsi,  calculating the 
value of T/TS«   from Eq,   (2ii),  and then substituting all three parameters into 
Eq,   (23).    The resulting maximum phase margins are shown in Figure 38.     From 
this figure it may be seen that the phase margins associated with the 6-db gain 
margins of Figure 37 vary between 11  and it degrees for the range of T81/T92 
covered.    The latter value is probably too small,  so a 10-degree phase margin 
is used as another indicator of the controllability limits in the summarizing 
plot of Figure 39. 

On the basis of this plot,  the maximum value of l/Tg^ which a pilot might 
be expected to control as I/T92 approaches zero corresponds to a value of 
TSI/T ■ 1«7i     For the minimum value of t observed in closed loop single-dimensional 
tracking tasks {% ■ 0.15) this corresponds to l/Ta«  ■ 3.9.    Increasing values of 
l/Te2 and 1 will degrade this maximum capability which,  incidentally, corresponds 
to a time-to-double-amplltude of about 0.18 seconds.    It is of interest therefore 
to consider a more typical example. 

Relating TQ2 to airplane geometric and aerodynamic parameters and expressing 
Zw in basic terns, 

1        i        „       L     -&I1 
T02 

■Zw   -   pfw^ci^ (25) 

For a typical case, 

h K ?5,000 

M - 2.0 

w/s 
■ 

100 

4 ' 0-925 

0.20 (more typical value) 

BT .use Uie unknown, TBl, appears In both coordinates. Figure 39 cannot be used 
d ' ::,, to yield a solution for cases Involving finite values of the parameter 
1/If, • To overcome this difficulty the lover and upper limits of Figure 39 can 
be approximated by the inequalitiest 
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1.75+   1.61:. — <—< l.M';   +   2.1Ü *~- (.o) 
To 2     t re 2 

which are quito accurate for 0.25 <TBI/TQ;;) < 1 ,u.    Collecting the TS1  terms 
and  inverting, 

1 2.10     ^1^1 1.65 /„^ 
T75^ " 1.85X62     ^Fsr      U7& ~ 1.75Te2 

un 

For the case at hand,  this yields 

1.65 <J-< 1.99 (28) 
Tsi 

These values more nearly represent practical expectations as regards the control 
of longitudinal short tine-constant divergences.    They correspond to tirnes-to- 
double amplitude between 0.35 and 0.142 seconds. 

As a final observation, it must be noted that although such divergent situa- 
tions can be controlled, they require a very high level of skill, adaptation, 
and concentration on the part of the pilot. Such extreme performance and atten- 
tion cannot be maintained for long and, in spite of the fact that the pilot lead 
requirements may be quite modest (depending on l/^)» he may rate the system as 
unacceptable for these reasons. 
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CHAPTER V 

LONG PERIOD HANDLING QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS 

A.    CONVENTIONAL OSCILLATORY PHUQOID MODE 

Some experiments have; been conducted to determine the effects of the con- 
ventional airfraim;  phygoid mouo on handling qualities (e.g.,  References 18 
and 22), but these are difficult to assess because of the pilot's basic ability 
to cope with all such low frequency oscillatory notions.    Accordingly,  pilot 
opinion (see Figure hP taken from Reference 22)  in such studies appears to be 
based nob on closed loop considerations but on the degree of pilot monitoring 
required to maintain a desired trim.    This conclusion is supported by the system 
surveys presented below. 

The general form of the phugoid mode transfer function is (see the Appendix) 

KcC^s + 1) 

(V + ^! + 1 v«p; Wp 

(29) 

where I/T91 is always considerably smaller than up. A generic system survey 
plot of a well damped highly rated airframe and a pure gain pilot (note that 
reaction time delays are negligible for the frequencies of Interest) is given 
in Figure M(a). The probable gain region is not shown because it is not criti- 
cal for the phugoid and will be set by short period considerations. The closed 
loop system is always stable and more heavily damped than the open loop (basic 
airframe) which is, itself, quite well damped. This situation then requires 
only very occasional monitoring by the pilot for satisfactory control, thus 
enabling him to devote the major portion of his time to other tasks. Figure 
ill (b) presents a similar survey for a situation in which the basic airframe is 
only very lightly damped. Loop closure with a pure gain pilot results in 
increased damping with Increasing gain as before (see root locus)} now, however, 
because the open loop Is very poorly damped, the uncontrolled airframe response 
to gust disturbances will be fairly conspicuous, requiring a relatively high 
pilot sampling rate for satisfactory control. 

Figure h2  shows a system incorporating a negatively damped airframe. In 
this case the stability criterion requires that the total open loop amplitude 
ratio (gain) be greater than one (zero db) at 180 degrees of phase. Therefore 
to stabilize the closed loop requires a minimum value of (pure) pilot gain, 
which is, however, quite low compared to the probable gains used for short period 
control. Thus the system is again easily stabilized by the pilot, although he 
must now devote a very large portion of his time to such efforts. 

These surveys clearly show that any degree of oscillatory phugoid instability 
can be easily controlled by a pilot. His objection to instability seems to be 
ennterod in the monitoring (sampling) nffort required because this detracts from 
otter more critical flight tasks, 
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B.     "TUCK" MODE 

An airfram-; haviiif; u lime timi.—constant uivergence  ("tuck") haa the phugol1 

transfer form 

(30) 
'i 

where,  in general,  l/Te1  ■ l/Tp1 - l/Tp2 and 1/Tp1  ■ l/Tpg so that l/Te1  is very 

small with respect to either l/Tp,   or l/Tp- (see the Appendix).    A generic plot 

of a system having this form and these relative values of the time constants is 
shgwn in Figure hi.    As in the preceding case,  the stability criterion requires 
a gain greater than unity at 180 degrees of phase  so a minimum value of (pure) 
pilot gain is required to stabilize the system (KpKc 2M),    Because this minimum 
gain is much higher than that for the negatively damped phugold case,  it may be- 
come critical with regard to possible interference with the gains aesired for 
good short period performance.    The divergent "tuck" characteristic can therefore 
adversely influence short period performance by imposing gain restrictions} the 
nature of these restrictions will be explored in the following section.    In the 
meantime it is pertinent to observe that,  as in the phugold cases,  the pilot can 
easily control the "tuck" mode provided he gives it a large percentage of hie 
attention.    Presumably his opinion will deteriorate as the divergent time con- 
stant decreases and requires increasing attention on his part. 

C.    INTERACTION OF LOW FREQUENCY AND SHORT PERIOD MODE? 

The possible interference of the low frequency mode with the gains desired 
for good short period closures, although most apparent for the "tuck" case, 
exists in general for all cases.    Consider the asymptotic amplitude Bodes of 
Figure I4I4 for the complete e/6e transfer function.    (For simplicity a nonequal- 
ized pilot is assumed.)    Short period stability always requires that the gain be 
less than one (zero db) at w ■ Map, which imposes a maximum allowable limit.    As 
noted in the preceding section, unstable phugoids or "tucks" impose a minimum 
limit on the gain cont.latent with stabilizing such divergent low frequency modes. 
Auditionally, considering the cardinal adjustment "rule" that requires good low 
frequency porfomance, the minimum total open loop gain at frequencies approach- 
ing zero must be at least one to Insure adequate crossover,  regardless of the 
period and damping of the low frequency mode.    The resulting regions of probable 
gain are shown in Figure I4I4. 

The maximum width of these regions,  considering a minimum gain of unity and 
a maximum gain corresponding to crossover at uSp (see also Figure i^.  Chapter VI), 
is given by (in linear rather than decibel measure) 

1 Te1T92 0 For^Osp , _- or TeiTe?f.2 

B     1 TQi Tei   2 For Br-> wSp J T   a or -— < i62 '       ip-1p2'ü8p       Msp    ' 
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and a finite pain  rt-pion rvquip't-:  that Lin.'  ab.<-ului,c valu«' of il.i-v  ratios be hiss 
than one.    Note that the aecorw ratio is equal  to  the j'irst inult1|.].1".i by I/TQ,/.-,,, 
and that,  when the second ratio applies,   the value of this multiplicativu  fact,'.if 
is by definition greater than unity.    Th»-; basic criterion is therefore that for 
1/Te2<«sp which becomes,  in terms of the approximate relationships given in the 
Appendix, 

JL 
Un 

Zu - 
Vw 

MM 

(1 " TC3)^ " ^^ + M| WV) 

< i (31) 

It is simple to show that this required inequality may not be realized in 
quite common flight situations.    In particular,  if CL,, ■ CMV, ■ 0,  implying that 
there are no power-on or Mach number effects influencing lift or pitching moments, 
Eq.  (31) becomes,  in terms of the aerodynajnic derivatives, 

A      PScCMqgI<i\FLa T c3CD T\     1 
< 1 (3?) 

Noting that for reasonable static margins, the second term in the first bracket 
is small with respect to one, It is clear that the criterion will not be mot for 
conditions where, approximately. 

dCn 9 
(33) 

This situation has previously been noted in Reference 17 as corresponding to a 
"performance reversal," i.e., dD/dU negative. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION:: 

The analyses and correlations shown in  this report combine previously 
unconnected research results into a unified longitudinal handling qualities 
theory for vehicles operaTing within the atmosphere.    The total effort can be 
conveniently summarized under three major ho.idingsj    (1)    Description of the 
pilot as an opinion-goneratinfj (vocal) adaptive controller}     (2)    Establish- 
ment of a handling quality theory based upon vehiole-pilot system studies}  and 
(3)    Delineation of significant longitudinal handling quality parameters. 
Conclusions of this report relating to these topics are summarized in outline 
or tabular form below. 

A.     CONNECTION OF PILOT OPINION WITH PILOT MODEL 

Recognizing that the torn "pilot model" relates to the mathematical descrip- 
tion of the pilots dynamic behavior in closed loop control of a vehicle, it 
is clear that those factors which affect his opinion are alsc^ strictly speaking, 
part of the pilot model,    That is,  the Influences noted here can be considered 
to supplement the general rules regarding pilot adaptation and adjustment.    As 
such they are a part of the pilot model.    They are,  however,   separated here for 
convenience and emphasis, 

1. Effect of Closed Loop Dynamics on Opinion 

a. For systems where a first or second order mode is an adequate 
approximate description of the closed loop dynamics, a neoes- 
sary, but not sufficient,  requirement for good opinion is 

"c  > "00 

b. For systems where first and second order modes are required 
to adequately approximate the dominant closed loop dynamics, 
an additional necessary, but not sufficient, requirement for 
good opinion is 

^CL > .35 

c. Conditions where uc cannot be made greater than a3C0 are asso- 
ciated with extreme efforts on the part of the pilot to over- 
come this deficiency, and with exceptionally nonlinear pilot 
response, 

2, Effect of Pilot-Adopted Form on Opinion 

a. Best opinion, for a given open loop gain, always occurs when 
no pilot equalization is required (i.e., when Tp ■ Kpe^'/Tus + 1). 
A well defined, although fairly broad, "best opinion" region 
exists for these nonequalized cases. This optimum region is 
a function of the manipulative device (restraining forces), 
muscle group used by the pilot, etc. 
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b. Conl'lcn-ations where  pilot lead  is  inquired  suffer a dif- 
forential o[)inion change  (from the nunoqualized  pilot case) 
proportional  to TL dA/dti. 

c. Configurations where pilot lag is required result In a 
differential opinion degradation from the nonequallzed 
pilot case. 

13.     ESTABLISHMENT OF A HANDLING QUALITIES THEORY 

A complete,  albeit rudimentary,  theory for closed loop handling qualities 
has been formulated,  and critically examined in the light of available exper- 
imental data.    While all checks so far made Indicate that the theory has a 
wide area of applicability,  the actual limits o? validity and/or modifications 
required for special circumstances have not jret been defined.    Predictions 
based upon the theory have been made for conditions not yet examined in flight 
or simulator. 

Typloal steps involved in the analytical prediction of handling qualities 
for a new configuration involvei 

1. Detenr.lnation of the effective controlled 
element dynamics. 

2. Estimation of the pilot-adopted describ- 
ing function form. 

3. Adjustment of parameters in the pilot 
describing function form consistent with 
all loop closure rules. 

k.    Estimation of the closed loop system dynamics, 
including the compatibility of üIC > uco. 

5.    Estimation of differential opinion degrada- 
tion from nonequallzed pilot situations. 

C.    SIONIETGANT LONGITUDINAL HANDLING QUALITIES PARAMETERS 

Application of the theory to a variety of configurations has resulted In a 
fairly complete understanding of the vehicle parameters which are Important In 
manual longitudinal control of "conventional" (i.e., not rotary wing, 7T0L, 
etc.) aircraft.    All of these parameters are connected directly with the vehicle 
transfer functions.    In the longitudinal axis three equivalent-airframe transfer 
functions are required to characterize the controlled element for various closed 
loop tasks.    These are 9/5e for attitude control, ag/öe for situations where 
normal acceleration is controlled (e.g.,  fire control tracking and constant load 
factor pullups) and u/6e for control of long period trim or airspeed.    Generic 
asymptotic Bode diagrams, which illustrate many of the parameters,  for these 
three transfer functions are shown in Figures u5-Itf. 

A summary of longitudinal handling quality parameters derived from consid- 
erations of the three equivalent-airframe transfer functions is given in Table 
VI.    Most of these parameters have been discussed in this report,  although a 
few items not diBOussed have been added to make the table complete. 
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FIGURE 45 
GENERIC BODE DIAGRAM   OF COMPLETE  PITCH ATTITUDi 
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FIGURE 46 
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FIGURE 47 
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TAH1.K VT 
JIMMARI OF SIGNIFT-CAA'T LONfllTUi/INAl, iiYNAKlC HANDLINQ QUALITY PAHAKETEKS 

Paramatar 

S" 
Approx, Vailue in Terma 
ol' Traxisfer tlino. Quan. 

Approximate Value In Term! 
ol' ."it'ibilj ty i'efiv.-itiv.. B 

Short period 
damping 'Bp 

-(Mq + M^ t- Zw) 

aVvT-'Ma"" 

^7 Short perloi 
natural 
frequency 

'O BP ^NqZ» - Ma 

Charaoterts- 
tlc quantltleB 
derivable from 
homogeneous 
equations of 
motion 

© 3j Phugold 
natural 
frequency 

so» Vt Iz" - ^ 
© 

Longitudinal 
divergence 

L'P1 

•"1 

TpljiJ" 

"T~T" * MqZw - ^x rsl1B2 

Quan. derivable 
from complete 
eqs,  of motion 
In attitude 
control task« 

Short period 
lead 

1 
feö 

"^ + 1^ M» " -Zw 

^T Oaln at 
short period 
break point 

(7) Static gain 
relative to 

gain at short 
erlod  

(d5?)Kesp 
B/Ür 

on 
(Zw-^M,,) 

"iTe^, rf'2 

'«e Mß ,„ : ^6 Ciian. derivable 
from short' 
period eqs, of 
motion In load 
factor control 
tasks 

8) Stick force 
per g 
dF8/dn 

oFB fin) az 

g/lJr 

Js-0 

& 
Zß effect vw 

(3u«n.derlv,fl?om 
Long period eqs, 
of motion in 
speed tasks 

w 

(2« 

1 HZL 
ZfiMa 

g Nw) 

Stick force 
per knot 
oFs/nik 

-.'F8 Oggg  i 
'•«*« ^e   gZö   ,       M5Za 
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i'M't^i-Ml Kft'. ct.(,') u •tnari'.K 

^Bp ''U11' uSp (with uFg/on and i/Too fixed) are prlmar; 
Ion quantities In short period control,    t^sv valuea . 

y opln- 
gi.   vaxueti   lllllltBd 

by open loop response and oontrollablllty fkotors.    Ksp Is 
sole >ic>tenninant cl" ^erifiral tlm^ character of short period 
responee.    Inlluonce of hhose two quantities on opinion, 
controllability,  response,  etc.,  l>as boon thoroughly cover- 
ed by flight,   simulator,  and analysis.    Boundaries are well 
known and factors In opinion are well understood.  Preferred 
values for "good" airfranes are Y, ■ 1/VST and WBp ■ n, 
Those values ar»    'good" only when 1/Te2 ^ near "SP»  
For normal vehlciee («p > 0, «p/w8p<1/20) the faotor is 
of llttlr- inportance in handling qualities,    When Wn/u8p > 
1/20, can create troublesoine control dlffloultlea.    Has 
been thoroughly Investigated in flight and by analysis. 

When CJV. is principal cause of divergence,  the mode is l/Tp-, 
called "tuok."   When C^ is principal cause of divergence, 
the mode is l/Tgi, called "pitoh-up."   Maximum value Is 
critical oontrollablllty parameter In longitudinal control. 
Preliminary analyses have been made.    Flight and simulator 
studies are currently in process at NASA and CAL. 

Lag between normal 
acceleration and pitch- 
ing velocity In short 
period motions. 

Has ulways been In a nearly optimum looatlon to aid short 
period attitude oontrol.    In future aircraft,  as Z« becomes 
smaller, two effects will become dominanti (a) Pitching 
velocity and load factor responses will differ drastically, 
(b) Pilot behavior will be modified to avoid a "droop" char- 
acteristic.    Also influences control of short time-constant 
divergence (Item  h).    Essentially no coverage In either 
flight or simulator.    Needs considerable effort, including 
Investigation of the effects of positive ZM (negative CLJ. 

Effective alrframe 
sensitivity for atti- 
tude control. 

Deg. of static attitude 
control available (d.o. 
gain for crossovers be- 
tween I/T92 "^ ^sp)« 

Key factor In pitch attitude oontrol by pUot,    On normal 
alrframe is usually satisfactory if dVa/dn is suitable. May 
be critical at low C^'s and on tailless configurations. Has 
not been studied directly in either flight or simulator. 
Has not been recognized as a critical parameter in the past. 
Low speed situations (wp relatively large) will be most 
sensitive in this regard.    Has not been studied in either 
flight or simulator.    Better understanding is very desirable. 
fundamental short period control parameter.    Has been 
thoroughly «tudled In flight and simulator.    For center- 
stick fighters "good" values cluster about 6 Ib/g, 

Effective alrframe 
sensitivity 

Values have been large In the past with no attendant prob- 
lems except a minor one In open loop response.    On future 
craft, with smaller Zj, and Mß/Zß ratlos, may become exceed- 
ingly Important,    Has not been otudled.    Needs considerable 
effort for special future configurations.  

Degree of dynamic load 
factor oontrol avail- 
able. 

"Speed trim" sensi- 
tivity 

Has been considered a key factor, both steady state (trim) 
and dynamic   (tuck)  for years.    Detailed effects have not, 
however, been thoroughly studied.  
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Tin'  kutic   [•atvuni't.ciw  ;iv<: rivu Imth  .in  tenns  of lli.'lj'  ■ij-proxiinaie  values 
as tranBlV1!' fun ;t,ion quantitK's ana as stability derivativu oombinationa  (see 
the Appendix).    The remarks column KunrarJ'/i.'s various ['oints derived from 
analysis and/or flight teat, and also Indioatea those items where future work 
is recommended. 

Some of these parameters,   for example Items 1,   2,   3,   0,   and 10,   may be 
considered classical.    Others,  such as Items E> and 6,  had values on past air- 
craft which were satisfactory if the classical items were satisfactory (although 
this same state of affairs may not be true in the future).     Still others,  such 
as Items h and ?,  have been recognized as quantities which require attention, 
although little experimental work has been accompliBhed which show their 
detailed effects.     Finally, parameters such as Items 7 and 9 (in the «h/^sp 
form) have not previously been considered. 
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APPENDIX 

AIRFRAKE TRAMSFEK RJNCTIONS 

As shown in Reference 1?,  the longitudinal dynamic characteristics of an air- 
frame can be represented adequately by two  separate sets of simplified equations 
of motion.    The first of these,  involving predominantly attitude and normal accel- 
eration changes,  is the classical two-degree-of-freedom short period  set of equa- 
tions.    The longer period phenomena,  which include both the classical phugold 
oscillation and the more novel tuck divergence,  require the consideration of a 
simplified three-degree-of-freedom set of equations.    Consequently,  the airframe 
motionp of importance in long period phenomena include changes in forward speed 
in addition bo attitude and normal acceleration.    Most piloting tasks of interest 
for longitudinal control involve stabilization of vehicle attitude and velocity. 
In special circumstances,   such as constant load factor pullups and fire control 
tracking (with certain types of fire control systems),  the closed loop system can 
also involve direct control of normal acceleration.    Each of these motion quanti- 
ties ia either inherently or especially presented to the pilot in display form so 
that visual modality can be of paramount interest in their control. 

The controlled element transfer function characteristics of general interest 
to the longitudinal control problem are summarized (from Reference 17) as to form 
and relative pole-zero values as follows. 

A,    SHORT PERIOD — Basic Assumptiom  Forward speed remains constant,  i.o,, u ■ 0 

1.    Attitude Transfer Rmction 

or (A-1) 

Ae (^82« * ]) 

Te2pf^-\a(-T8ls * 1)(TB28 + 1) 

In terms of stability derlvativesi 

Ae    ■   Ms + M^Zs   i   Me j assumeslM^Zgl^ClMöl 

TÜ M6 ♦ FPg     '   "^MgMw  »  a88umes|M*Zß|^|M6| 

M7 
M

WMK |ZW| 

Sp 

I Ms 

"T^T^   "    ^"^ (A-2) 

20iw)8p - -^ + T^ '    "  (Mq + Mi + Zw) 

K = Ae     - AeT3iTs2   •   \z6 - M6ZW 
6 " Te2co2p   "   "       TQJ,                ^ - % 
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',',     Vcrllcal A.cci.'li't'a(,i"n Tr.'irisffr  lAmcLiori 

to? 
sp 

2 (£*&,.) 
for forward control 

or (A-3) 

Ah (Th28 + 1)(-Th3s •► 1) 
for aft control' w 

In terms of atabllity derivatives! 

Ah ■ -Z5 

4 
7 7 I 7     l    1   1 

"T^Th; '   '^+T6^   '   z^Mg , assumes I^Mwl« 1^1 

(A-h) 
2(*>)h " ThJ'T^ i "(Mq^Md) 

- A^? _ . M6^ ■ MgZs 
Kh S-  .r L::: -——^ "  MqZ« - MQ 

CO! Sp   Th2Th3usp 

Additionally, for aft oontrol: 

1     _ (Mq * nx) + A r^; 
Th2 2 V      Z5 

M6 

Th 
M6 

(A-5) 

^Both denominators can also assume the second form shown for 6/5e. 
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3.     krlaUve Pole-Ztiro Valutas 

^—  <   2(rcü)Sp,  from Eqs.  (A-2) 

< «Sp for K  <   0.5 

2 

2'   "   " ZJIL»  froin Eq8,   ^A"2^ and  (A"^)J assujnefl iMq^l^ClMa 

"   " GNU CT'   "   " x""   where 'tail length, xt,  and dlatanoe 
Mo   Ifi xao    t0 aerodynamic center, xa0, are both 

measured from the e.g. positive for- 
ward} for static stability xa0 < 0. 
Aooordlngly, 

"h >  «8p       or alternatively      fh2 > ft   ^> "sp 

k.    Pitching Velooityi Vertical Acceleration Transfer Function 

6 **<»*?& 

*z -Ah(B2 ♦ 2^hs ♦ cog) 

or (A-6) 

From the general relative pole-zero values noted above, it is clear 
that for frequencies of the order of short period the denominator 
dynamics will be negligible,  i.e.,   |s2 + 2^he|    t        ^C  "R or 
lBls-jcoB   <C   VThz, 1/Th3.    Then, «"^»P 

Ae^(Te2a.1) 

■Vh 

or (A-7) 
. 1 
h7h^ 
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ir.   subsLilutir.f  the derivativ '■xiavuBi^ns, 

9     .    -M6ZW(TQ2B + 12    .        Te2S 4 1 
'TTt    "   - "^Ti  ^-^ Z6 Äs Uo 

5,    Stick  Force Per g in Steady Maneuverp 

The steady state stick force per g, considering only the short period 
mode,  is 

"Sn"   "   g c^T I a7Cs) I    „        ^5 
öFB üFS r6e(s)| dFs g<%o 

- ■ ^Ms.o -^^rs) (A-9) 

Relating this to the attitude gain at short period, KQSP ■ Mg/u^  diecussed in 
Chapter IV, Section D, 

dF8 ÖFB 

■sf -X^^T^ 

or,   in terms of the basic aerodynamic parameters, 

OF. 

(A-10) 

Fbr conventional airplanes with "constant" stick force per g, öFs/ö6e is propor- 
tional to the dynamic pressure, CL is of course Inversely proportional to dynamic 
pressure, and the remaining aerodynamic parameters are constant. Thus, öFs/ön ■ 
constant/Kg-p and a constant stick force per g also implies then a constant 
effective attitudt; control gain, K68p. In turn, a constant Ke8p will (exclusive 
of other dynamic effects) call for a fixed pilot gain, Kp. Thus, a "good" stick 
force per g, a "good" KQ8p, and a "good" Kp are all different ways of saying the 
same thing. 
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B.    LONQ PERIOD — Basic  Assumption; |(s - Kq)q | <gC jl^a + Muu | 

1.    Attitude TransffT  Punction (fc;r  frequencies   <SC   l/Tug) 

0 A^        (Te,s + 1) 
5e Tf 

\<4   UP     ) 

or (A-11) 

A^ (TQTS + 1) 

Tel(~^)("V + 1)(TP2s + 1 

In terms of stability derivatives« 

, . MöZy 
Ae   ■  Ik 

-L   i      Y    . Y   /z6Mü ■ M62u\ 
Tei "Xu      ^ ^Z5Mw _ M5ZJ 

4    "^ ■ ^ If (Mu - I ^a) 5    assumes | j| Mw| **: |zw| 
(A-12) 

wp 
1      1       .         K  /7       MuZwX .        U0 (Zu - -y) ^More general \ 

T^" T^ " U0 ^ " ~y "   "          Z^q       Vapproxlmation; 
1  '   Ma 

2^h    "   ^ " ^    i    "Xu *| (Xa - E) 

9  "      Te^S   ~ Te1 E(MWZU - MuZw) 
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2.    Velocity Transfer  Function 

u 
ße 

■M) 
(TUTS  i   1) 

or 

-A, (T^s + 1) 

ru#^)("T",S4l,(T"2St 

1) 

(A-13) 

In terms of stability derivatives: 

Ai    - 
MsOfa - g) 

Hi 

gZs (^ - | 4 
i-U! M5(Xa - g) 

gZw 
/v K     }    assumes 
CXa " g) 

z5 <C   Zw 

(A-IU) 

M V       SB 
U      -     m 2 

A^TPlTP2    . MsZw 
I'U! MÄ - MuZ« 

3.    Relative Pole-Zero Values 

1 

1 
Tui 

Of same order of magnitude as 2(^ü)p or a— - ■=—; 
can be larger or smaller Pi        P2 

Always roughly the  same as (&08pj can be larger 
or smaller 
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